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T he bloody feud between the Hatfields and McCoys began 
more than a century ago. It took place along the remote, 

mountainous border between Kentucky and West Virginia, and 
lasted more than 35 years. To this day, no one is sure how it 
actually started. But once under way, its pattern was one of 
alternating attacks, each a retaliation for the one preceding, 
and thus also the provocation for the one to follow. 

On New Year's night of 1888, the Hatfields attempted to end 
the feud once and for all by killing the remaining members of 
the main branch of the McCoy family. Led by James Vance, 
they set fire to the McCoy farmhouse, planning to shoot the 
McCoys a" they tried to escape. As she emerged from the kitchen 
door, young Alifair McCoy was the first cut down. 

LTpon hearing that Alifair had been shot, Sarah McCoy, her 
mother, rushed to the back door ... and continued toward her 
dying daughter. Vance bounded toward her and struck her with 
the butt of his rifle. For a moment she lay on the cold ground, 
stunned, groaning, and crying. Finally, she raised herself on her 
hands and knees and tried to crawl to Alifair. ... she pleaded 
with the attackers, "For Goo's sake let me go to my girl." Then. 
realizing the situation, she cried, "Oh, she's dead. For the love 
of God, let me go to her." Sarah put out her hand until she could 
almost touch the feet of i\lifair. Running down the doorsill, where 
Alifair had fallen, was blood from the girl's wounds. Johnse 
[Hatfield]. who was standing against the outside wall of the 
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kitchen, took his revolver and crushed Sarah's skull with it. She 
dropped to the ground and lay motionless.] 

Although Alifair and her brother Calvin were killed, and their 
mother and several others in the family seriously injured, the 
Hatfield attack fell short. Randolph McCoy, Alifair's father, wa" 
among those who escaped. 

In nineteenth-century Appalachia, few citizens had faith in 
the power of law to resolve their disputes. So we are not sur
prised that the main project of Randolph and the other McCoys 
in the ensuing years was to kill as many of the remaining Hat
fields as they could. Before hostilities finally ended, several 
more members of both families lost their lives. 

\\There the force of law is weak, cycles of attack and revenge 
are familiar. They pervade life in the Middle East today and 
have been recorded throughout human history. Probably very 
few of us have never experienced the impulse to seek revenge. 
And yet the costs of acting on it arc often ruinous. The McCoys, 
or the Hatfields, could have ended the violence at any moment 
by nol retaliating for the most recent attack. At each juncture, 
it was clear that to retaliate would produce still another round 
of bloodshed. Yet for almost four decades they persisted. 

What prompts such behavior? Surely not a clear-headed 
assessment of self-interest. If a rational action is one that pro
motes the actor's interests, * it is manifestly irrational to retal
iate in the face of such deva.stating costs. 

The self-destructive pursuit of vengeance is not the only way 
we ignore our narrow, selfish interests. We trudge through 
snowstorms to cast our ballots, even when we are certain they 

'There are almnst as many definitinns nf rationality as there are people whn have written 
on the subject. Many authors (for example. Harsanyi, 1'i77) define it as the use nf efficient 
means in the pursuit of a given end (no matter how self-destmclive that end might be). 
By this standard. it might be possible to call even the bloodiest family feud rational (il 
the participants' overwhelming motive was merely to avenge the latest provocation). In 
this book. by contrast, I will use the terms "rational beha\~or" and "self-interested behav
ior" to mean the same thing. Needless to say. nothing of importance turns on this choice 
of definitions. 
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will make no difference. We leave tips in restaurants in distant 
cities we will never visit again. We make anonymous contri
butions to private charities. We often refrain from cheating even 
when we are sure cheating would not be detected. We some
times walk away from profitable transactions because we believe 
the terms to be "unfair." We battle endless red tape merely to 
get a $10 refund on a defective product. And so on. 

Behavior of this sort poses a fundamental challenge to those 
who believe that people generally pursue self-interest. Philos
ophers, biologists, economists, and others have invested much 
effort trying to account for it. Their explanations generally call 
attention to some ancillary gain implicit in the seemingly irra
tional action. Biologists, for example, tell us that someone may 
give up her life to save several of her immediate relatives, thereby 
increasing the survival rate of genes like the ones she carries. 
Or, economists will explain that it makes sense for the Internal 
Revenue Service to spend $10,000 to prosecute someone who 
owes $100 in taxes, because it thereby encourages broader 
compliance with the tax laws. 

Much of the time, however, there appear to be no such ancil
lary gains. The war between the British and the Argentines 
over the Falklands is a clear case in point. The Argentine writer 
Jorge Luis Borges likened it to two bald men fIghting over a 
comb. Both sides knew perfectly well that the windswept, des
olate islands were of virtually no economic or strategic signifi
cance. l\t one point in history, it might have made sense for 
Britain to defend them anyway, as a means of deterring aggres
sion against other, more valuable parts of its far-flung empire. 
But today, of course, there is no such empire left to protect. 
For much less than the British spent in the conflict, they could 
have given each Falklander a Scottish castle and a generous 
pension for life. And yet very few British citizens seem to regret 
having stood up to the Argentines. 

Many actions, purposely taken with full knowledge of their 
consequences are irrational. If people did not perform them, 
they would be better off and they know it. Much has been writ
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ten alxJut the tendency of passions and other nonrational sources 
of motivation to interfere with the reasoned pursuit of self
interest. 2 The message of this literature is that passions are 
always something we do better to control. 

My claim, on the contrary, is that passions often serve our 
interests very well indeed. The apparent contradiction arises 
not because of any hidden gains from the impassioned actions 
themselves, but because we face important problems that sim
ply cannot be solved by rational action. The common feature 
of these problems is that to solve them we must commit our
selves to behave in ways that may later prove contrary to our 
interests. 

THE COMMITMENT PROBLEM 

Thomas Schelling' provides a vivid illustration of this class 
of problems. He describes a kidnapper who suddenly gets cold 
feet. IIe wants to set his victim free, but is afraid he will go to 
the police. In return !()[ his freedom, the victim gladly prom
ises not to do so. The problem, however, is that both realize it 
will no longer be in the victim's interest to keep this promise 
once he is free. And so the kidnapper reluctantly concludes 
that he must kill him. 

Schelling suggests the follO\ving way out of the dilemma: "If 
the victim has committed an act whose disclosure could lead 
to blackmail, he may confess it; if not, he might commit one in 
the presence of his captor, to create a bond that will ensure his 
silence.".} (Perhaps the victim could allow the kidnapper to 
photograph him in the process of some unspeakably degrading 
act.) The blackmailable act serves here as a commitment device, 
something that provides the victim with an incentive to keep 
his promise. Keeping it will still be unpleasant for him once he 
is freed; but clearly less so than not being able to make a cred
ible promise in the first place. 

In everyday economic and social interaction, we repeatedly 
encounter commitment problems like the one confronting 
Schelling's kidnapper and victim. My claim is that specific 
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emotions act as commitment devices that help resolve these 
dilemmas. 

Consider a person who threatens to retaliate against anyone 
who harms him. For his threat to deter, others must believe he 
will carry it out. But if others know that the costs of retaliation 
are prohibitive, they will realize the threat is empty. Unless, of 
course, they believe they are dealing with someone who simply 
likes to retaliate. Such a person may strike back even when it 
is not in his material interests to do so. But if he is known in 
advance to have that preference, he is not likely to be tested by 
aggression in the fIrst place. 

Similarly, a person who is known to "dislike" an unfair bar
gain can credibly threaten to walk away from one, even when 
it is in her narrow interest to accept it. By virtue of being known 
to have this preference she becomes a more effective negotia
tor. 

Consider, too, the person who "feels bad" when he cheats. 
These feelings can accomplish f(lr him what a rational assess
ment of self-interest cannot-namely, they can cause him to 
behave honestly even when he knows he could get away with 
cheating. And if others realize he feels this way. they will seck 
him as a partner in ventures that require trust. 

Being known to experience certain emotions enables us to 
make commitments that would otherwise not be credible. The 
clear irony here is that this ability, which springs from a fail
ure to pursue self-interest, confers genuine advantages. Granted, 
felllowing through on these commitments will always involve 
avoidable losses-not cheating when there is a chance to, retal
iating at great cost even after the damage is done, and so on. 
The problem, however, is that being unable to make credible 
commitments \vill often be even more costly. Confronted with 
the commitment problem, an opportunistic person fares poorly. 

EMOTIONS AS COMMITMENTS 

It is no longer controversial to say that we come into the 
world equipped with nervous systems that predispose us to 
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behave in particular ways. Brain circuits that exist before birth 
cause a person with low levels of sugar in his bloodstream to 
feel hungry, and it is that feeling, not any rational meditation 
about goals, that prompts him to eat. Conscious thoughts may 
intervene, of course, as when the dieter restrains himself from 
eating. But even these "conscious" interventions are them
selves merely expressions of the basic motivational pattern: the 
dieter envisions the social and medical consequences of being 
overweight, and the anxiety summoned by these images battles 
the competing feelings of hunger. 

In addition to inborn tastes, habits, too, are an important 
component of motivation. So far as we know, people are not 
born with a taste for drinking coffee in the morning. But people 
who regularly do so will develop a powerful taste for it. And if 
they attempt to abandon their habit, the difficulty they will feel 
is real, not imagined. 

Innate behavior patterns and the capacity to form habits are 
adaptive in a broad sense. Yet the behaviors they motivate should 
not be viewed as having sprung from a rational, case-by-case 
assessment of self-interest. Rational analysis can, as noted, 
trigger feelings that aflect behavior. It may even guide our choice 
of which habits to adopt. In this picture, however, the rational 
assessment is only one of many f()[ces that can arouse the feel
ings that govern behavior directly. 

1\ person's feelings "commit" him to act in certain ways. 1\ 
person who has not eaten for several days is "committed·' to 
eat; someone who has not slept for several days is "committed" 
to sleep. Such commitments are often advantageo\.L.." even though 
we might be able to show in a particular case that it is not in a 
hungry person's interest to eat. 

Within broad limits, commitments of this sort are neither 
strictly binding nor irrevocable. They are merely incentives to 
behave in a particular way. The person who feels hungry and 
doesn't eat must endure continued hunger. The unjw;tly injured 
party who doesn't seek revenge must go on feeling outraged. A 
behavioral predisposition, in economic terms, is thus much like 
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a tax on not behaving in a particular way. 
Our concern here will be with the role of such emotions as 

guilt, anger, envy, and even love. These emotions often predis
pose us to behave in ways that are contrary to our narrow 
interests, and being thus predisposed can be an advantage. For 
it to be, others must have some way of discovering we have 
these emotional commitments. But how do people know that a 
person's feelings commit him to behave honestly in the face of 
a golden opportunity to cheat? Or that he will seek revenge, 
even when it is too late to undo the injury he has suffered? Or 
that he really will walk away from an unfair bargain, even when 
he would do better by accepting it? Much of the evidence I will 
later discuss concerns the subtle clues by which we infer such 
behavioral predispositions in others. 

CLUES TO BEHAVIORAL 
PREDISPOSITIONS 

One fall day, almost twenty years ago, black activist Ron 
Oellums was speaking at a large rally on the University of Cal
ifornia campus in Berkeley. Polls suggested he would soon 
become the Berkeley-North Oakland district's first radical 
congressman. Crowds were easily galvanized in those days, and 
this one was in especially high spirits. But at least one young 
man was not moved by Oellums's speech. He sat still as a stone 
on the steps of Sproul Plaza, lost to some drug, his face and 
eyes empty of expression. 

Presently a large Irish setter appeared, sniffing his way 
through the crowd. He moved directly to the young man sitting 
on the steps and circled him once. He paused, lifted his leg, 11" 

11and, with no apparent malice, soaked the young man's back. 
I' 

He then set off again into the crowd. The boy barely stirred. 
Now, the Irish setter is not a particularly intelligent breed. II 

Yet this one had no difficulty locating the one person in that 
!II

crowd who would not retaliate for being sprayed. Facial 
expressions and other aspects of demeanor apparently provide 
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clues to behavior that even dogs can interpret. And although 
none of us had ever witnessed such a scene before, no one was 
really surprised when the boy did nothing. Before anything 
even happened, it was somehow obvious that he was just going 
to go right on sitting there. 

Without doubt, however, the boy's behavior was unusual. 
Most of us would have responded angrily, some even violently. 
Yet we already know that no real advantage inheres in this 
"normal" response. After all. once the boy's shirt was soaked. 
it was already too late to undo the damage. And since he was 
unlikely ever to encounter that particular dog again, there was 
little point in trying to teach the dog a lesson. On the contrary. 
any attempt to do so would have courted the risk of being bit
ten. 

Our young man's problem was not that he failed to respond 
angrily. but that he failed to communicate to the dog that he 
was so predisposed. The vacant expression on his face was 
somehow all the dog needed to know he was a safe target. Merely 
by wearing "normal" expressions. the rest of us were spared. 

There are numerous behavioral clues to people's feelings. 
Posture. the rate of respiration. the pitch and timbre of the 
voice. perspiration. facial muscle tone and expression, and 
movement of the eyes. are among the signals we can read. We 
quickly surmise. for example, that someone with clenched jaws 
and a purple face is enraged, even when we do not know what, 
exactly, may have triggered his anger. And we apparently know. 
even if we cannot articulate, how a forced smile differs from 
one that is heartfelt. 

At least partly on the basis of such clues. we form judgments 
about the emotional makeup of the people with whom we deal. 
Some people we sense we can trust, but of others we remain 
ever wary. Some we sense can be taken advantage of, others 
we know instinctively not to provoke. 

Being able to make such judgments accurately has always 
been an obvious advantage. But it may be no less an advantage 

\ 
that others be able to make similar assessments about our own 
propensities. A blush may reveal a lie and cause great embar

I rassment at the moment. but in circumstances that require trust 
there can be great advantage in being known to be a blusher. 

THE PROBLEM OF MIMICRY 

If there are genuine advantages in being vengeful or trust
worthy and being perceived as such, there are even greater 
advantages in appearing to have, but not actually having, these 
qualities. A liar who appears trustworthy will have better 
opportunities than one who glances about furtively, sweats 
profusely. speaks in a quavering voice. and has difliculty mak

ing eye contact. 
Adolf Hitler was apparently someone who could lie convinc

ingly. In a September 1938 meeting, Hitler promised British 
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain that he would not go to 
war if the borders of Czechoslovakia were redrawn to meet his 
demands. Following that meeting. Chamberlain wrote in a let
ter to his sister: "... in spite of the hardness and ruthlessness 
I thought 1 saw in his face. I got the impression that here was 
a man who could be relied upon when he gave his word."" 

Clues to behavioral predispositions are obviously not per
fect. Even with the aid of all of their sophisticated machinery, 
e:\:perienced professional polygraph experts cannot be sure when 
someone is lying. Some emotions are more diflicult to simulate 
than others. Someone who feigns outrage, for example, is 
apparently easier to catch than someone who pretends to feel 
joyful. But no matter what the emotion. we can almost never 
be certain that what we see is genuine. 

Indeed. the forces at work are such that it will always be 
possible for at least some people to succeed at deception. In a 
world in which no one cheated, no one would be on the look

out. A climate thus lacking in vigilance would create profit
able opportunities for cheaters, so there would inevitably be a 
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niche for at least some of them. 
Useful lessons about the nature of this problem are con

tained in the similar instances of mimicry that abmmd in nature. 
There are butterflies, such as the monarch, whose foul taste 
defends them against predators. This taste would be useless 
unless predators had some way of telling which hutterflies to 
avoid. Predators have learned to interpret the monarch's dis
tinctive wing markings for this purpose. 

The monarch has created a profitable opportunity for other 
hutterflies, such as the viceroy, who bear similar wing mark
ings but lack the had taste. Merely by looking like the unpal
atable monarchs, viceroys have escaped predation without 
having had to expend the bodily resources needed to produce 
the ohjectionahle taste itself. 

In such instances, it is clear that if mimics could perfectly 
simulate the wing markings with neither cost nor delay, the 
entire edifice would crumble: the comparatively efficient mim
ics would eventually overwhelm the others, and the predators' 
original reason for avoiding that particular marking would 
therehy vanish. So in cases where mimics coexist alongside the 
genuine article for extended periods, we may infer that perfect 
mimicry either takes time or entails substantial costs. The fact 
that the bearer of the genuine trait has the fIrst move in this 
game will often prove a decisive advantage. 

Similar considerations apply in the case of those who mimic 
emotional traits. If the signals we use f(Jr detecting these traits 
had no value, we would have long since ceased to rely on them. 
And yet, hy their very nature, they cannot he perfect. Symp
toms of character, after all, cannot be scrutinized without effort. 
If no one ever cheated, it would never pay anyone to expend 
this effort. The irony, of course, is that this would create irre
sistible opportunities to cheat. 

The inevitable result is an uneasy balance between people 
who really possess the underlying emotions and others who 
merely seem to. Those who are adept at reading the relevant 
signals will be more successful than others. There is also a 

II: 
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/1payoff to those who are able to send effective signals about 
their own behavioral predispositions. And, sad to say, there II 

will also be a niche for those who are skillful at pretending to ill 

have feelings they really lack. 
Indeed, at first glance the largest payoff of all appears to go 

to shameless liars. Yet most of us reserve special contempt for 
such persons, and \vill go to great trouble to inform others when 
we stumble upon them. Even if such persons are caught only 
very rarely, it is on this account far from clear that they com
mand any special advantage. 

The ecological balance hetween more and less opportunistic 
strategies is at once in harmony with the view that self-interest 
underlies all action and with the opposing view that people 
often transcend their selfish tendencies. The key to resolving 
the tension between these views is to understand that the ruth
less pursuit of self-interest is often self-defeating. As Zen mas
ters have known all along, the hest outcome is sometimes 
possible only when people ahandon the chase. Here, we will 
see that self-interest often requires commitments to hehave in 
ways that will, if triggered, prove deeply contrary to our inter
ests. 

Much of the time, the practical means f()r accomplishing these 
commitments will be emotions that have ohservahle symp
toms. I will later survey persuasive evidence that at least some 
of these emotions are inhorn. But even if they were transmitted 
only by cultural indoctrination, they would serve equally well. 
\Vhat is necessary in either case is that people who have them 
be observably different, on the average, from those who do not. 

For convenience, I will use the term commitment model as 
shorthand for the notion that seemingly irrational behavior is 
sometimes explained by emotional predispositions that help 
solve commitment problems. The competing view, that people 
always act eHiciently in the pursuit of self-interest, 1 will call 
the self-interest model. 

On purely theoretical grounds, the commitment model sug
gests that the moving force behind moral behavior lies not in 
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rational analysis but in the emotions. This view is consistent 
with an extensive body of empirical evidence reviewed by 
developmental psychologist Jerome Kagan. As he summarizes 
his interpretation of that evidence: 

Construction 01 a persuasive rational basis fllr behaving mor
ally has heen the problem on which most moral philosophers 
have stubbed their toes. I believe they will continue to do so until 
they recognize what Chinese philosophers have known lilr a long 
time: namely. feeling. not logic. sustains the superego." 

The emotions may indeed sustain the superego. But as the 
commitment model will make clear, it may well be the logic of 
selt~interest that ultimately sustains these emotions. 

A SIMPLE THOUGHT EXPERIMENT 

The critical assumption behind the commitment m(xiel, again, 
is that people can make reasonable inferences about character 
traits in others. By "reasonable inference" I do not mean that 
it is necessary to be able to predict other people's emotional 
predispositions with certainty. Just as a weather forecast of a 
20 percent chance of rain can be invaluable to someone who 
must plan outdoor activities, so can probabilistic assessments 
of character traits be of use to people who must choose some
one to trust. It would obviously help to be accurate in every 
instance. But it will often suffice to be right only a fraction of 
the time. 

Is it reasonable to assume we can infer emotional predispo
sitions in others? Imagine you have just gotten home from a 
crowded concert and discover you have lost $1000 in cash. The 
cash had been in your coat pocket in a plain envelope with 
your name written on it. Do you know anyone, not related to 
you by blood or marriage, who you feel certain would return it 
to you if he or she found it? 

For the sake of discussion, 1will assume that you are not in 
the unenviable position of having to answer no. Think for a 
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moment about the person you are sure would return your cash; 
call her "Virtue." Try to explain why you feci so confident about 
her. Note that the situation was one where, if she had kept the 
cash, you could not have known it. On the basis of your other 
experiences with her, the most you could possibly know is that 
she did not cheat you in every such instance in the past. Even 
if, for example, she returned some lost money of yours in the 
past, that would not prove she didn't cheat you on some other 
occasion. (,\fter all, if she hod cheated you in a similar situa
tion, you wouldn't know it.) In any event, you almost certainly 
have no logical basis in experience for inferring that Virtue 
would not cheat you now. Ifyou are like most people, you sim
ply believe you can fathom her inner motives: you are sure she 
would return your cash because you are sure she would feel 
terrible if she did not. 

The thought experiment also calls attention to the fact that 
such emotional predispositions may depend on cin:umstanee. 
Think, for example, about your relationship with Virtue. Typ
ically, she is a close friend. This is natural. flJr at least two 
reao.;ons. First, you have had much more opportlmity to observe 
the behavior of close friends; if situations that shed light on a 
person's character occur only rarely, it is much more likely you 
will have witnessed one. But second, and perhaps more impor
tant, you are much more inclined to trust a friend because you 
believe she feels a special loyalty to you. Indeed, your belief 
that Virtue will return your cash does not necessarily imply a 
belief that she would have returned an Cl1velope bearing the 
name of a perfect stranger. Her predisposition to return your 
money may be contingent on her relationship to you. 

Your intuitions may also tell you that the amount of cash in 
the envelope could matter. Most people believe they know many 
more people who would return $100 than $1000. By the same 
token. a person who would unhesitatingly return $1000 might 
instead hang onto an envelope with $50,000. 

People's feelings of right and wrong are clearly not the only 
forces that govern their behavior. 1\s Walter MischeJi and other 
social psychologists have long emphasized, behavior of almost 
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every sort is strongly influenced by the details and nuances of 
context. But despite the obvious importance of situational fac
tors, they do not tell the whole story. On the contrary, most 
participants in this thought experiment resJXmd that they know 
someone they feel sure would return the cash of a perfect 
stranger, or indeed even that of someone deeply disliked, no 
matter how large the amount. I do not mean to deny the obvious 
importance of context, now or in later chapters, when I speak 
of traits of character that differ between persons. It would be 
a mistake to pretend that character traits account for all impor
tant differences in behavior. But it is perhaps a more serious 
error to suppose that behavior is guided only by context. 

Of course, the fact that you may feel sure that a particular 
person would return a stranger's cash does not necessarily make 
it so. Plenty of apparently trustworthy people have let even 
dose friends down in situations like the one in the thought 
experiment. What the experiment does establish (on the 
assumption that you resJXmdc'Cl af1lrmatively) is that you accept 
the crucial premise of the commitment model. The evidence 
we will see in later chapters, though far from decisive, can only 
strengthen your belief that we can, in fact, identifY emotional 
predispositions in others. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF TASTES 

The self-interest model assumes certain tastes and con
straints, and then calculates what actions will best serve those 
ta.';tes. Widely used by military strategists, social scientisL,;, game 
theorists, philosophers, and others, it influences decisions that 
affect all of us. In its standard form, it assumes purely self
interested tastes; namely, for present and future consumption 
goods of various sorts, leisure, and so on. Envy, guilt, rage, 
pride, love, and the like typically play no role. * 

* In fairness I must note that <lrTlong economists and other behavioral scientists, there are 
many who recognize the limitations of the strict self-interest model. See, in particular. 
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The commitment model, by contrast, emphasizes the role of 
these emotions in behavior. The rationalists speak of tastes, 
not emotions, but for analytical purposes, the two play exactly 
parallel roles. Thus, for example, a person who is motivated to 
avoid the emotion of guilt may be equivalently described a.<; 
someone with a "taste" for honest behavior. 

Ta.<;tes have important consequences for action. The inclu
sion of tastes that help solve commitment problems substan
tially alters the predictions of self-interest models. We will see 
that it may pay people to feel envious, because feeling that way 
makes them better bargainers. But people who feel envious 
will accept different jobs, earn different salaries, spend them 
in different ways, save different amounts, and vote for differ
ent laws than predicted by self-interest models. * 

Feelings of envy are also closely linked to feelings about fair
ness. Without taking the latter into account, we cannot hope to 
predict what prices stores will charge, what wages workers will 
demand, how long business executives will resist a strike, what 
taxes governments will levy, how fast military budgets will !,lYOW, 

or whether a union leader will be re-elected. 
The presence of conscience alters the predictions of self

interest models. These models predict clearly that when inter
actions between people are not repeated, people will cheat if 
they know they can get away with it. Yet evidence consistently 
shows that most people do not cheat under these circum
stances. Self-interest models also suggest that the owner of a 
small business will not contribute to the lobbying efforts of 
trade associations. Like one man's vote, her own contribution 
will seem too small a part of the total to make any difference. 
Yet many small businesses do pay dues to trade associations, 
and many people do vote. Charitable institutions also exist on 
a far grander scale than would ever be predicted by self-inter
est models. 

Schelling. 1978; ,\kerlof, 1983; Hirshleiler, 1984; Sen, 1977. 1985; and Arrow. 1975. See
 
also Leibenstein. 1976; Sdtovsky, 1976; Harsanyi. 1980; Phelps. 1975; Collard. 1978; Mar

golis, 19S2; and Rubin and Paul. 1979.
 
*1 develop these particular claims at length in my 1985 book.
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There is nothing mystical about the emotions that drive these 
behaviors. On the contrary, they are an obvious part of most 
people's psychological makeup. \\'hat I hope to show here is 
that their presence is in perfect harmony with the underlying 
requirements of a coherent theory of rational behavior. 

The self-interest model has proven its usefulness for under
standing and predicting human behavior. But it remains seri
ously incomplete. Most analysts regard "irrational" behavior 
motivated by the emotions as lying beyond the scope of the 
model. As we will see, however, it is neither necessary nor 
pnxluctive to adopt this view. With careful attention to the things 
people care about, and to why they care about them, we can 
gain a much clearer understanding of why we behave as we do. 

MOTIVES FOR HONESTY 

When an opportunistic person is exhorted to behave mor
ally, his immediate, if unspoken, question is "What's in it for 
me?" The traditional rationale for the maxim, "Honesty is the 
best policy," responds that penalties for cheating are often severe 
and you can never be sure you will not be caught. The rationale 
further asserts that living up to your promises on one occasion 
creates the impression you will do so in the fUhtre. This, in 
turn, makes people more inclined to trust you, which is often 
a decisive advantage. 

In some cases it is easy to see why honesty might indeed be 
the best policy for the reasons traditionally given. Consider, 
for example. a practice clearly built on trust: that of tipping in 
restaurants. Because, by custom, tips are left at the end of the 
meal, the waiter or waitress must rely on the diner's implicit 
promise to reward prompt and courteous service. * Having 

*A [L'cent Nl'\v Yorker cartC)(ln suggested a way of curtailing the waiter's risk. 1l portrayed 
a solitary diner in the midst of his meal. t )n the table \\'as a plate with a fe\\' coins on it 
and a small placard reading, "Your tip so far." 

already received good service, the diner is in a position to stiff 
the waiter. But while this occasionally does happen, it would 
not be a sensible strategy for most people, who eat repeatedly 
in the same restaurants. 1\ person who leaves a generous tip 
each time he visits his favorite restaurant may thus be viewed 
as making a rational investment in obtaining good service in 
the future. Living up to his implicit promise is clearly consis
tent with-indeed, required by-the vigorous pursuit of self
interest. 

The difficulty is that the tipper's behavior here does not really 
capture what we understand by the term "honesty." It is per
haps more fittingly described as "prudence." I Ie has lived up 
to his implicit promise, to be sure; but since failure to do so 
would have led to bad service on future occasions, we cannot 
conclude that fidelity to the promise was an important moti
vating factor. 

\\'hether people honor their agreements when they expect to 
interact repeatedly with us is obviously important. But in much 
of life, we are concerned instead with how they behave either 
in fleeting encounters or in ones where their behavior simply 
cannot be observed. These cases, after all, are the ones that 
seriously test a person's character. In them, an honest action 
will be one that. by definition, requires personal sacrifice. The 
tip left in a restaurant in a distant city is a clear example. \\'hen 
a traveler breaks the implicit promise to tip he will save some 
money, and his disgruntled waiter will have no opportunity to 
retaliate. 

With situations like these in mind, many people react cyni
cally to the notion that honesty is the best policy. They realize 
that guaranteed success is not a prerequisite for cheating to be 
profltable. ()f course there is always some possibility that an 
angry waiter will make a scene that will be witnessed by some
one you know. But celebrities apart. this risk is negligible, or 
at any rate far too small to be seriously considered a self-inter
ested reason for tipping. The difficulty with traditional self
interest appeals to morality is that they suggest no reason not 
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to cheat in situations where detection is all but impossible. 
The commitment model suggests an altogether different 

rationale for honesty, one that is both self-interested and at the 
same time relevant for situations where cheating cannot be 
detected: If character traits like honesty are observable in a 
person. an honest person will benefit by being able to solve 
important commitment problems. lie will be trustworthy in 
situations where the purely self-interested person would not, 
and will therefore be much sought after as a partner in situa
tions that require trust. 

The decision to tip in the distant city is in part a decision 
about the kinds of character traits one wishes to cultivate. For 
while modern biologists have established that the capacity to 
develop various character traits is inherited. no one has suc
cessfully challenged the nineteenth-century view that indoctri
nation and practice are required for them to emerge. The 
direction of causality between character and behavior thus nms 
both ways. Character influences behavior. of course. But 
behavior also influences character. Despite our obvious capac
ities fl)r self-deception and rationalization, few people can 
maintain a predisposition to behave honestly while at the same 
time frequently engaging in transparently opportunistic behav

ior. 
The opportunist's goal is to appear honest while availing 

himself of every prudent opportunity ll)r personal gain. He wants 
to seem like a good guy to the people who count, but at the 
same time to refrain from tipping in distant cities. If character 
traits are discernible, however, this may not be possible. In 
order to appear honest, it may be necessary, or at least very 
helpful, to be honest. 

In these observations lie the seeds of a very different reason 
for leaving a tip in the distant restaurant. The motive is not to 
avoid the possibility of being caught, but to maintain and 
strengthen the predisposition to behave honestly. My failure to 
tip in the distant city will make it difflcuIt to sustain the emo
tions that motivate me to behave honestly on other occasions. 

BEYO;\D SELF-INTEREST 

It is this change in my emotional makeup, not my failure to tip 
itself, that other people may apprehend. 

Moral philosophers and others have long stressed the adverse 
social consequences of the unbridled pursuit of self-interest. 
The utilitarians, for example. urge us to practice restraint 
because the world would be a better place if everyone did so. 
For opportunistic persons, however, such appeals have not 
proved compelling. They reason, with seemingly impeccable 
logic. that their own behavior will not much affect what others 
do. Because the state of the world is thus largely independent 
of how they themselves behave, they conclude that it is best to 
take what they can and assume others will do likewise. A" more 
and more people adopt this perspective. it becomes increas
ingly difficult f(x even basically honest persons not to do so. 

.\1any of my friends. and 1too in years past, have complained 
of feeling like chumps fl)r paying all of our income taxes when 
so many people evade theirs so brazenly. More recently, how
ever, my work on the commitment model has sharply altered 
my feelings on this issue. I am still annoyed if a plumber asks 
me to pay in cash; but now my resentment is tempered by 
thinking of tax compliance as an investment in maintaining an 
honest predisposition. Virtue is not only its own reward here; 
it may also lead to material rewards in other contexts. Whether 
this outside payon is larger than what I could safely steal from 
the government. 1 cannot be sure. But the evidence, we will 
see, suggests that it might be. 

Even the mere possibility of such rewards transforms a per
son's choice about whether to cultivate an honest predisposi
tion. On traditional views of morality, opportunists have every 
reason to break the rules (and to teach their children to do 
likewise) whenever they can profitably do so. The commitment 
model challenges this view at its core. That. for me, is by far 
its most exciting message. Because the model suggests an intel
ligible answer to the pressing question of "What's in it for me?," 
1 hope it will encourage even the most hardened cynic to feel 
greater regard for others. 

chris
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I nGrowing Up, Russell Baker tells of his mother's relatives 
sitting around the kitchen table late at night during the 

Depression talking about the long-lost family fnrtune. Its exis
tence had been discovered many years earlier by his grand
father-"I'apa"-when he journeyed to England to investigate 
the f~unily history. There, he learned they were descended from 
a "fabulously rich old Bishop of London back in the time of 
Marlhorough and (Jueen Anne." 

The bishop, it seems, had willed his fortune to his Virginia 
kin-that is, to Baker's fnrebears-but the inheritance some
how never made it across the Atlantic. Papa was told it had all 
"reverted to the Crown," and was now the property of the 
Empire. The family felt sure, however, that their rightful fnr
tune had been embezzled by "British connivers." 

By their account, the loss was substantial. "Probahly a mil
lion dollars in today's money," as Russell's LTnclc Allen put it. 
'''Mnre like fifty nr sixty million," acconiing to his LTnde Hal. 

Young Russell, age eleven, was intoxicated by the erstwhile 
l~ily riches. But his sister Doris, two years younger, was more 
tough-minded. As Baker tells it: 

My excitement ilbout the greilt lost fortune was dampened hy 
Doris when, grousing one evening ilbout having to sell magil
zines, I said, "If Milma's !ather hild got the family fortune, I 
wouldn't hilve to work." 

''You don't helieve ilny of thilt hilloney, do you?" she replied. 
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I quit believing it then and there. l\'o nine-year-old girl was 
going to beat me at skepticism. 

Like young Baker, most behavioral scientists deeply fear being 
thought naive by their peers. They feel uneasy, for example, 
when called upon to explain why a dentist serves without pay 
on the board of directors of a local charity. Perhaps he volun
teers out of pure generosity of spirit, but worldly behavioral 
scientists are reluctant to speak of such motives. They feel on 
much firmer ground when they imagine that the dentist hopes 
to win favorable attention, thereby to lure, in time, more teeth 
to extract. And sure enough, when we examine memhership 
lists of Rotary Clubs and other "service" organizations, we Imd 
a surfeit of lawyers, insurance agents, and others with some
thing to sell, but not many postal employees or airline pilots. 

The lIint-eyed researcher fears no greater humiliation than 
to have called some action altruistic, only to have a more 
sophisticated cOlleab'11e later demonstrate that it was self-serv
ing. This fear surely helps account for the extraordinary vol
ume of ink behavioral scientists have spent trying to unearth 
selfish motives for seemingly self-sacrificing acts. In this chap
ter, I will examine the most impnrtant of these efforts, and 
suggest that they account lor some, hut by no means all, o!' our 
bilure to pursue self-interest. 

THE INVISIBLE HAND 

The !1mJern behavioral scientist's IllCus on sell-interest traces 
directly to ,\dam Smith. The Scottish philosopher's penetrating 
insight, distilled into two brief sentences, was that 

It is not from the henevolence of the butchn, the brewer, or 
the baker that we expect our dinner, hut from their regard of 
their own interest. \Ve address ourselves not to their humanity, 
but to their self-love, and never talk to them of our necessities, 
hut of their adVilntilge. 
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In Smith's scheme, the quest for personal gain often benefits 
others. The merchant in pursuit of his own profits acts as if 
guided by an invisible hand to supply the products we most 
desire. Yet Smith held no illusions that the consequences were 
always benign. "People of the same trade," he wrote, "seldom 
meet together but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against 
the public, or in some diversion to raise prices." 

Many people, behavioral scientists conspicuomly few among 
them, are offended by the notion that behavior is so strongly 
governed by self-interest. Even Adam Smith himself, in his 
earlier book, The Theory ofMoral Sentiments, wrote movingly 
of man's compassion for his fellows: 

Ilow sellish soever man may be supposeJ. there are eviJently 
some principles in his nature. which interest him in the f()rtlllle 
of others, anJ render their happiness necessary to him, though 
he derives nothing from it, except the pleasure of seeing it. ()f 
this kind is pity or compassion, the emotion which we feel f()r 
the misery of others, when we either see it, or are made to con
ceive it in a very lively manner. That we orten derive sorrow 
from the sorrow of others, is a matter of fact too ohviow; to require 
any instances to prove it; f(lr this sentiment, like all the other 
original passions of human nature, is by no means conllned to 
the virtuous and humane, though the\' perhaps may feel it with 
the most exquisite sensibility. The greatest ruffian, the most 
hardened violator of the laws of society, is not altogether without 

it. I 

Yet who would deny that most people look out fIrst for them
selves and their families? ()r that this view h<L" obvious power 
to explain behavior? When a detective investigates a murder, 
his first question is "Who stood to benefIt from the victim's 
death?" When an economist studies a government regulation, 
she wants to know whose incomes it enhances. When a senator 
proposes a new spending project. the political scientist tries to 
discover which of the senator's constituents will be its primary 
beneficiaries. That it is so meful to ask such questions obviously 
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does not prove that selfish motives are the only ones that mat
ter. Even so, their importance is scarcely open to doubt. 

SELFISHNESS AND THE DARWINIAN
 
MODEL
 

The strongest intellectual foundation for the self-interest 
model came not from Smith's Wealth of Nations but from the 
1859 publication of Charles Darwin's The ()rigin of SpeL'ies. 
Darwin explained that the only wayan inherited characteristic 
can become more widespread is for it to enhance the reproduc
tive fItness of the individuols who bear it. The effect of a char
acteristic on the well-being of populations as a whole is of little 
significance in the Darwinian scheme. 

Some of the most conspicuous evidence for this proposition 
comes in the form of characteristics favored by sexual selec
tion. The peahen, for example, is for some reason attracted to 
peacocks with large, colorful displays of tail feathers-the larger 
the better. This preference may have originated because large 
displays are a useful signal of overall robustness, a good trait 
for her to pass along to her offspring. But whatever its source, 
once the preference exists, it will tend to be self-perpetuating. 
1 \ peahen concerned about the reproductive success of her own 
male offspring needs no better reason to favor large tail dis
plays than that most other peahens favor them. Any peahen 
who mated with a peacock with a small tail feathers would be 
more likely to have sons with small tail feathers, who in turn 
would find it difficult to attract mates of their own. 

If the peacocks with the largest displays sire the most off~ 

spring, there will inevitably be a "tail feathers amlS race" <illlOng 
the males. In each round, sexual selection favors the males with 
the largest tail displays. The result is that surviving males will 
eventually have such large displays that they become more vul
nerable to predators. Peacocks taken as a group would clearly 
do better if all had smaller tail feathers. And yet a mutant male 
with a significantly smaller display would do worse than the 
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others, because he would be less attractive to peahens. 
The peacock example drives home the critical point that the 

unit of selection in the Darwinian model is the individual, not 
the group or species. Given the level at which selection takes 
place, the behavior and physical characteristics of any species 
must evolve in ways that favor the reproductive interests not 
of the species as a whole but of its individual members. Faced 
with a choice between an action that will benefit others and 
one that will serve its own narrow interests, each animal is said 
to have been programmed by evolutionary forces to ftlllow the 
second path. 

This principle is fundammtal. It applies not only to the size 
of tail feathers but also to the question of whether to cheat. 
British biologist Richard Dawkins illustrates the idea with the 
Itlllowing description of the behavior of hatchling birds: 

Many birLis are feLi in the nest bv parents. They all gape and 

scre~lIn, anLi the parent drops a worm or other morsel in the open 

mouth of one of them. The loudness with which each bahy screams 

is, iLieally, proportional lo how hungry he is. Therefore, if the 

parL'nt always gives the f()()(j to the loudest screamer. lhey should 

all tenLi to get their rair share. since when one h,IS haLi enough 

he will not scream so 10uLily. ,\l least this is what woulLi happen 

in the best of all possible worlds. if inLiividuals do not L'heat. But 

in the light 01 our selfish gene concepl we must expect that indi

viduals will cheat. will lell lies aboul how hungry they are. This 

will escalate, apparently ralher pointlessly hecause it might seem 

that il they are all lying by screaming too louLily. this level of 

louLiness becomes the norm and ceases, in effect. to be ,I lie. 

Ilowever, it cannot Lie-escalate, becalL~e an~' indiviLiual who lakes 

lhe Itrst slep in decreasing the 10uLiness 01 his scream will be 
cpenalized by being fed less ,mLi is more likely to starve.

If human nature, too, was shaped by the forces of natural 
selection, the apparently inescapable conclusion is that peo
ple's behavior must be fundamentally selfIsh in the manner 
Dawkins ascribes to the baby birds. This extension of the Dar-
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winian model to human behavior remains deeply controver
sial, however, in large measure because of the reluctance many 
feel to deny the existence of genuinely charitable impulses in 
people. 

KIN -SELECTION 

Biologists have made numerous attempts to explain behavior 
that, on its face, appears self-sacrificing. Many of these make 
use of William Hamilton's notion of kin selection.'l i\ccording 
to llamilton, an individual will often be able to promote its 
own genetic future by making sacrifices on behalf of others 
who carry copies of its genes. Indeed, ft)r some individuals in 
some species (such as the worker ant, who cannot reproduce), 
helping relatives is the only way of promoting the survival of 
copies of their genes. The kin-selection model predicts that 
parents will make "altruistic" sacrifices on behalf of their off
spring, brothers on behalf of sisters, and so on. (i\nticipating 
Ifamilton's argument by several decades, J. B. S. I faldane once 
remarked that it would make sense for him to lay down his 
own life to save the lives of eight of his cousins-since first 
cousins, on the average, have one-eighth of their genetic mate
rial in common.) 

The kin-selection model fits comlllrtably within the Darwin
ian framework, and has clearly established predictive power. 
E. (). Wilson, ft)r example, has shown that the extent to which 
ants assist one another is very accurately predicted by their 
degree of relatedness." Robert Trivers has even shown that the 
kinship model predicts specific conflicts between relatives. He 
predicted mother-offspring conilicts over weaning, for example, 
by showing that the suckling period that best serves the moth
er's reproductive interests is significantly shorter than the one 
that best serves her offspring's." 

Sacrifices made on behalf of kin are an example of what 
E. O. Wilson calls" 'hard-core' altruism, a set of responses rel
atively unatIected by social reward or punishment beyond 
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childhood."h Viewed from one perspective, the behavior 
accounted for by the kin-selection model is not really self-sac
rificing behavior at all. \\lhen an individual helps a relative, it 
is merely helping that part of itself that is embodied in the 

relative's genes.
As philosopher Philip Kitcher observes, however, this per

spective gives short shrift to the incredible personal costs 
sometimes borne by those who sacrifice on behalf of kin. 

When we recall cases of altruistic actions toward kin, we do not 
primarily think of the instinctive responses of parents who pluck 
their children from danger almost before they appreciate the threat 
to themselves. We focus instead on the political prisoners who 
submit to torture in order to shield their kin, on Cordelia accom
panying her father to prison, on ,\ntigone's resolve to bury her 
brother. These are not cases that we are inclined to dismiss as 
involving responses "relatively unmodified IJl.:yond childhood'" 
Instead, they seem to reveal courageous self-sacrifice aftcr deep 

rellection.7 

But the ultimate difficulty of the kin-selection model. fiJr 

present purposes, is not that it fails to account for at kast some 
of the noble behaviors that come under the rubric of hard-core 
altruism. The problem is rather that, by definition, it docs not 
account for the many clear cases of genuinely unselfish behav

ior toward nonrelatives. 
Some observers have suggested that hard-core altruism may 

be an evolutionary vestige, a pattern shaped by kin selection 
during a time when humans exiskd only among groups of close 
relatives. On this view, it was never particularly advantageous 
to discriminate between kin and nonkin because evel~vone was 

kin. 
To be sure, our ancestors did exist in small kin groups dur

ing most of the course of human evolution, and it makes per
fectly good sense to say that traits favored during this period 
may have survived into the modern era. But even in the early 
hunter-gatherer groups, the kin-selection mcxiel would not have 

predicted indiscriminately altruistic behavior. 
That is simply because genetic relatedness declines extremely 

rapidly once we leave the confines of the nuclear family. Sib
lings share half of their genes in common, on the average, first 
cousins only one-eighth, and second cousins only one thirty
second. Thus, in genetic terms, second cousins are little differ
ent from perfect strangers, and the kin-selection model 
predicts a small payoff indeed from helping them. Insects have 
been shown to discriminate in their helping behavior on the 
basis of much smaller variations in relatedness than that. II 

Because there was always very substantial variation in genetic 
relatedness among the members of even the smallest hunter
gatherer groups, the forces of kin-selection are not likely to 
have produced indiscriminately altruistic behavior. 

RECIPROCAL ALTRUISM 

Trivers and others have attempted to explain altmism toward 
nonkin with a theory of "reciprocal altruism," in which people 
act benevolently toward others in the expectation of being rec
ognized and rewarded by some reciprocal act of kindness in 
the future.'! MUhlal grooming among unrelated animals is a 
frequently cited example. Animals have difficulty picking par
asites off their own heads, but can easily pick them off the 
heads of others. Each animal can thus benefit by joining another 
in a figurative contract to provide mutual grooming services. 

For such contracts to succeed, it is necessary for animals to 
have the ability to recognize specific individuals and withhold 
grooming services from those who refuse to reciprocate. Oth
erwise, populations would eventually become dominated by 
cheaters, those who accept grooming but expend none of their 
valuable time grooming others. 

A wide variety of symbiotic relationships prosper in nature. 
Approximately fifty species of fish, for example, are known to 
make their living by cleaning parasites from the surfaces of 
larger fish. To perform these tasks, it is sometimes necessary 
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for the smaller fish to swim into the mouths of the larger ones. 
It is difficult to imagine an action more demanding of trust 

than that. 
The cleaner needs some form of assurance that he will not 

be gobbled up. The cleanee. likewise. needs some reason to 
believe that the cleaner will not bite a chunk out of him. Both 
the cleaner and the cleanee have evolved highly specialized body 
markers and behavior patterns that identitY them to one another. 
And although some mimicry and cheating apparently does take 
place in these relationships, they are for the most part remark

ably stable. 
Man. of course, has the greatest capacity of any animal to 

recognize and remember the past behavior of other members 
of his species. Indeed, we now know that a specific area of the 
brain houses the ability to identitY individual faces. (Stroke 
victims who suffer damage to this area in both hemispheres 
function normally for the most part, but cannot recognize the 
faces even of close rdatives.) So there is surely merit in Triv
ers's account of reciprocal altruism among humans. 

And yet many of the predictions of his model do not corre
spond very well to what we observe in the world. Consider, for 
example, its prediction about a bystander's decision about 
whether to rescue someone who is drowning. According to the 
formal logic of the model, if the probability of the rescuer 
drowning during the rescue attempt is, say. 1 in 20, then the 
attempt should be made only if there is a greater than 1 in 20 
chance that the victim will someday return the favor. By such 
reckoning. we ought to see precious few rescue attempts. 

Vet rescue attempts have always been common, even when 
they involve great peril to the rescuer. On a bitter cold evening 
in mid-January of 1982, for example, Lenny Skutnik dove into 
the icy Potomac River to rescue one of the survivors of ,\ir Flor
ida's Flight 90, which minutes earlier had collided with the 
14th Street bridge. There was no assurance he would reach the 
struggling woman in time and, even if he did, it was far from 
certain he would be able to make it back to shore. In the end, 
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he did manage to bring her in, one of only five survivors of the 
disaster. 

We celebrate Skutnik's courage, to be sure. But his and 
countless other similar displays of valor are surely not the result 
of any expectation of reciprocal benefits. Indeed. if they were, 
what reason would we have to celebrate them? 

Skutnik's action was a clear instance of hard-core altruism. 
Reciprocal altruism, by contrast, is an example of what Wilson 
calls "soft-core altruism," actions undertaken with the expec
tation that society will reciprocate. 10 ()ur task here. once again. 
is to try to understand hard-core altruism. 

TIT-FaR-TAT AND THE PRISONER'S
 
DILEMMA
 

As we saw in Chapter 1. the pursuit of self-interest often 
leads people astray. In many circumstances, we can achieve 
what we seek only if we each set aside personal interest. Dur
ing heat waves in New York, the Consolidated Edison Com
pany tells people they will have plenty of electricity for essential 
needs if no residential customers turn on their air conditioners 
before 10 P~1. Rather than endure the disruption of a power 
outage, most customers would gladly wait that long. But the 
fear that others will not hold up their end of the bargain foils 
many such attempts at cooperation. ()nce someone hears a 
neighbor's air conditioner humming at 7 P~I, the agreement 
quickly unravels. 

Dilemmas of this sort have long been a favorite topic of 
behavioral scientists and game theorists. The most frequently 
discussed example is the "prisoner's dilemma." The mathe
matician A. W. Tucker is credited with having discovered this 
simple game. which derives its name from the anecdote origi
nally used to illustrate it. '1\vo prisoners are held in separate 
cells for a serious crime that they did, in fact. commit. The 
prosecutor, however, has only enough hard evidence to convict 
them of a minor offense. for which the penalty is, say, a year 
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in jail. Each prisoner is told that if one confesses while the 
other remains silent, the confessor will go scot-free while the 
other spends 20 years in prison. If both confess, they will get 
an intermediate sentence, say 5 years. (These payoffs are sum
marized in Table 2.1.) The two prisoners are not allowed to 
communicate with one another. 

The dominant strategy in the prisoner's dilemma is to con
tess. No matter what Y does, X gets a lighter sentence by 
speaking out: it Y too confesses, X gets 5 years instead of 20; 
and if Y remains silent, X goes free instead of spending a year 
injail. The payons are perfectly symmetric, so Yalso does bet
ter to contess. no matter what X does. The difficulty, here again. 
is that whcn each behavcs in a self-interested way, both do 
worse than it each had shown restraint. Thus, when both con
fess, they get.') years, instead of the I year they could have 

gotten by remaining silent. 
Although the prisoners arc not allowed to communicate with 

one another, it would be a mistake to assume that this is the 
real source of difficulty. Their problem is rather a lack of trust. 
A simple promise not to confess does not change the material 
payoffs of the game. (If each could promise not to confess, each 
would still do better if he broke his promise.) 

In one early study, psycholobrists ,\natol Rapoport ,md 1\lbert 
Chammah investigated how people actually behave when con-

TAB LE 2. 1 . The Prisoner's Dilemma 

PRISONER Y 

REMAIN 
CONFESS SILENT 

- --- ---I 

I 5 years 0 yr for X " 

PRISONER X 
CONFESS I for each 

~_ __ 
20 yr for Y I 

- -I 

REMAIN SILENT I 20 yr for X I year I 
I 
L 

0 yr for Y 
L 

for each I 
__ --_.~ 
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fronted with repeated instances of the prisoner's dilemma. 11 

Their experiments, like hundreds of others that have followed, 
gave pairs of players two choices: "cooperate" or "defect." The 
payoffs were small sums of money rather than years in jail, but 
the structure of their game was otherwise identical to the pris
oner's dilemma. A typical game is shown in Table 2.2. 

As before. the dominant strategy for a single play of the game 
is to defect. A higher payoff is achieved by detecting, no matter 
what the other player does. As in the original prisoner's dilemma, 
however, the players each do better when both cooperate than 
when both defect. 

The central discovery by Rapoport and Chammah was that 
people show a strong tendency to cooperate when they play 
repeatedly with the same partner. The reason is simple. If the 
game is to be played many times, a cooperator has the oppor
tunity to retaliate if his partner defects. Once it becomes 
apparent that defection invites retaliation, both parties usually 
settle into a pattern of mutual cooperation. Rapoport and 
Chammah dubbed the strategy of rewarding cooperation and 
retaliating against defection "tit-for-tat." 

In his recent book, Robert Axelrod investigated how the tit
for-tat stratebJY performed against a broad range of ingenious 
counterstrategies. 12 Tit-for-tat is defined f()rmally as "coop
erate on the first move, then on each successive move do what
ever the other player did on the previous move." It is a "nice" 

TABLE 2.2. The Prisoner's Dilemma with Monetary Payoffs 

PLAYER Y 

DEFECr COOPERATE 

2~ 6~ for X 
DEFECT for each ofor Y 

PLAYERX 

COOPERATE ofor X 4~ I
6~ for· Y for each _. 
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strategy, in the sense that it shows an initial inclination to 
cooperate. But it is a tough-minded strategy as well, in that it 
promptly punishes defections from the other side. If each of 
two players plays tit-for-tat, the result is perfect cooperation in 
every play of the game. A pair of tit-for-tat players thus receives 

the largest possible aggregate payolf. 
Axelrod examined hypothetical populations of players in 

which not only tit-for-tat but also numerous other strategies 
were represented. He perf()rmed computer simulations to dis
cover the conditions that favor the emergence of cooperation. 
I Ie discovered that tit-for-tat performed extremely well against 
a host of cynical strategies that had been designed for the spe

cific purpose of defeating it. 
In Axelrod's scheme, the emergence of cooperation requires 

a reasonably stahle set of players, each of whom c~m remember 
what other players have done in previous interactions. It also 
requires that players have a sibrniiicant stake in what happens 
in the future, for it is only the 1eClr of retaliation that keeps 
people from defecting. When these conditions are met, coop
erators can identify one another and discriminatc against 
detectors. * The higher payoffs inherent in successful coopera
tion then cause cooperators to comprise a growing share of the 

p( lpula tion. 
The conditions called for by the tit-for-tat model are often 

met in human populations. Many people do interact repeatedly 
and most keep track of how others treat them. Axelrod has 
assembled persuasive evidence that these forces help explain 
how people actually behave. Perhaps the most impressive of 

*Strjctl~' speaking, the cllll'rgL'nCl' nl "-'OnpL'r~llil)]1 ill .\xdnxfs s...:helllL' also requires that 
the pla:'L'r~ not kno\\' exactly how m~lllY limes they will interacl \\'ith une ~ll1uthl'r. 11. fur 
cxample. they knew they would inll'r~h..'ll'X;IL'tly ]()() limcs, l'a,-~h pLIYCf would knll\\' 11l.1t 

on the lO()th, nr last, inLLT,Kliun the selt-interested str<:ltl'~~' wuuld he to dcket, hL'l.::ausc 
(hen.' will be no \.\'a~' for ~lIlYU/ll..' tD fctali,ltl.:. But that 11ll'~JnS that thl'fl' ('~lll he no dfccti\'e 

threat of retaliation on tIll' lNth inlerdcLion either, which in turn means thJ.t it will he hest 
10 dckc't thcn 100. B\..'GIUS~.· (he s~tmc arguIllcnt applies step by step to every inll'ra..::tiol1, 
the lit-for-tal solulion unravc!s, Kreps, \hlgrorn, Roberts, am] \\'ils"n (ll)H~1 '''~''Ie Ihat 
..::noperati\'c play llUy nlllll'lhekss be faliundl in these ('ircumswn\..~cs if there IS some proh

ahility that othCft-1 will irr;lti{)n~111y lollo\\' the lit-lor-tat strale6~'· 
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all this evidence comes from accounts of the "live-and-let-Iive" 
system that developed in the trench warfare in Europe during 
World War I. In many areas of the war, the same units lay 
encamped opposite one another in the trenches over a period 
of several years. LIn its were often closely matched, with the 
result that neither side had much hope of quickly eliminating 
the other. Their choices were to fight intensively, with both 
sides sustaining heavy casualties. or to exercise restraint. 

The conditions of interaction described in historian Tony 
,\shworth's account of the trench hghting closely resemble those 
required for the success of tit-for-tat. 13 The identities of the 
players were more or less stahle. Interactions hetween them 
were repeated, often several times daily, for extended periods. 
Each side could easily tell when the other side defected. And 
each side had a clear stake in keeping its future losses to a 
minimum. 

There is little doubt that tit-for-tat often did. emerge as the 
strategy of choice {(lr both,\llied and Cerman fighting units. 
,\lthough strongly discouraged as a matter of official policy, 
restraint was sometimes conspicuously apparent. Referring to 
night patrol squads operating out of the trenches. Ashworth 
writes: 

both British and (;ermans on quiet sectors assumed that should 
a chance face-to-lace ellcoullkr occur. neither patrol would ini
tiate aggression, but each would move to avoid the other. Each 
patrol gave peact.' to the other where aggression was not only 
possible, but prescrihed, provided, of course, the gesture was 
reciprocated. llJr if one patrol fired so would the other.. I-I 

fn the words of one of the participants in the conllid: 

we suddenl\' confronted, round some mound or excavation. a 
(;erman patrol . , . we were perhaps twenty yards from olle 
another, fully visible. I wa\'ed a weary hand. as if to say, what is 
the use llf killing each other? The German officer seemed to 
understand, and hoth parties turned and made their way hack 
to their own trenches.!.' 
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Often, bombardments would occur only at specified times of 
day and would be directed away from the most vulnerable times 
and positions. Mealtimes and hospital tents, for example, were 

usually tacitly off limits. 
The conditions discussed by Axelrod help to explain not only 

when people will cooperate, but also when they are most likely 
to re{rain from cooperation. Thus, he notes that mutual restraint 
in trench warfare began to break down once the end of the war 

was clearly in sight. 
As in warfare, so, too, in the world of business. Companies 

pay their bills on time, Axelrod suggests, not because it is the 
right thing to do but because they require future shipments 
from the same suppliers. When future interactions appear 
unlikely, this tendem:y to cooperate often breaks down: "[An] 
example is the case where a business is on the edge of bank
ruptcy and sells its accounts receivable to an outsider called a 
'factor.' "This sale is made at a very substantial discount because 

once a manufacturer begins to go under, even his best customers 
begin refusing payment for merchandise, claiming defects in 
quality, failure to meet specifications, tardy delivery. or what
have-you. The great enforcer of morality in commerce is the con
tinuing relationship, the belief that one will have to do business 
again with this customer, or this supplier, and when a failing 
company loses this automatic enforcer, not even a strong-arm 
factor is likely to find a substitute. I" 

Not even academe is exempt: "a visiting professor is likely 
to receive poor treatment by other faculty members compared 
to the way these people treat their regular colleagues."l? 

It is impossible to quarrel with the notion that trust and 
cooperation often emerge for the reasons suggested by these 
authors. The material world is a difficult environment, and the 
penalty for uncritically charitable behavior will often be failure 

to survive. 
But again, the difficulty, for our purposes, is that tit-for-tat 

is simply not genuinely altruistic behavior. Rather, it is, like 
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reciprocal altruism, a straightforward illustration of prudent 
behavior---enlightened prudence, to be sure, but self-inter
ested behavior all the same. The person whose cooperation is 
summoned only by the conditions specified by these theories 
can hardly lay claim to the moral high ground. Those who would 
search for deeper, more noble impUlses in people must look 
elsewhere. 

MEDIATING EMOTIONS 

Trivers clearly has such impulses in mind when he writes, 
"Selection may favor distrusting those who perform altruistic 
acts without the emotional basis of generosity or guilt because 
the altruistic tendencies of such individuals may be less relia
ble in the future. "l,~ He mentions parallel roles for other 
mediating emotions such as "moralistic aggression," friend
ship, and sympathy. 

The presence of such emotions can help account fix many of 
the observations that pure calculations about reciprocity can
not. ,\s noted in Chapter 1, for example, the expectation of 
reciprocal benefits is no reason to tip in a restaurant in a dis
tant city. But generosity or sympathy may provide ample motive 
to do so. 

What Trivers does not explain clearly is how these emotions 
would benefit the individual in material terms. To see the dif
ficulty, recall that the basic problem both theories attempt to 
solve is the repeated prisoner's dilemma. * As both Trivers and 
,\xelrod emphasize, each individual has a purely selfIsh motive 
fix cooperating in this context, namely, that failure to do so 
will provoke retaliation. But Axelrod also stresses that this 
motive, by itself: is sufficient to assure maximum benefits. 

Persons with some additional motive will tend to fare worse 
because they will sometimes cooperate when it is not in their 

• ,\xelrod poses the problem e''1}licitly in these terms; Trivers implies it by his emphasis 
on repeated interactions and the need to be able to remember how specific individuals 
behaved in the past. 
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material interests to do so. A person who wants to avoid guilt, 
for example, will sometimes cooperate even in a one-shot pris
oner's dilemma-he may pay his hills even when it looks like 
his creditor is ahout to go out of husiness. Tit-for-tat, by con
trast, does not even apply in this case, where the optimal strat

egy is simply to defect. 
A person who experiences sympathy may he excessively 

reluctant to retaliate. In Axelrod's terms, the latter tendency is 
characteristic of people who play "tit-for-two-tats"-the strat
egy of retaliating only against partners who defect twice in 
succession. In all of the environments Axelrod studied, tit-for
tat perflJrmed considerably hetter than tit-for-two-tats. 

Trivers arbJUes that moralistic aggression may be useful 
hecause it motivates us to punish people who refuse to return 
a l~lVor. But again, tit-for-tat does this as well and, as l\xelrod 
emphasizes, in precisely the desired contexts and to precisely 
the desired degree. Someone motivated hy moralistic aggres
sion may waste energy trying to punish others with whom he 
knows he will never interact again. This is often a good thing 
from society's point of view, of course, hut any individual would 
do hetter hy leaving costly aggression to others. Another diffi
culty with moralistic aggression is that people motivated hy it 
may retaliate excessively against ongoing trading partners. 
("Friends are even killed over apparently trivial disputes. "I')) 
In Axelrod's terms, moralistic aggression is thus akin to "two
tits-for-a-tat," another of the many strategies defeated by tit-

for-tat. 
If tit-fiJf-tat required people to make complex computations, 

then mediating emotions might prove useful as rules-of-thmnh. 
If they motivated maximizing hehavior sufficiently often, and 
if they saved a lot of computational time and energy, they might 
perform better, on the average, than tit-for-tat. But in view of 
tit-f()r-tat's exceedingly simple nature, such a role hardly appears 
plausihle. Even the most slow-witted persons can easily meet 
the computational demands imposed by this strategy. 

To summarize, the advantage of Trivers's account is that his 
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mediating emotions help explain why people might act altru
istically even in situations in which it does not pay them to do 
so. In Axelrod's story, which makes no mention of the emo
tions, such behavior remains a mystery. The disadvantage in 
Trivers's account is that he doesn't offer a clear explanation of 
how the mediating emotions confer material advantages on 
individuals. Where the behaviors favored these emotions are 
different from those dictated hy tit-for-tat, the latter seem to 
serve better. And where the two mechanisms lead to the same 
behaviors, the mediating emotions appear unnecessary. 
l\lthough the two accounts of cooperation are very similar, 
Trivers's appears more in harmony with our ohservations on 
altruistic behavior, whereas l\xelrod's seems more in harmony 
with Darwin's individual selection model. * 

I do not mean to say, however, that the mediating emotions 
described hy Trivers serve no purpose. On the contrary, I will 
arbJUe in the next two chapters that they are very useful indeed. 
My point here is that much more needs to he said ahout how, 

exactly, they are helpful. 

GROUP SELECTION 

Group-selection models are the favored turf of hiologists and 
others who feel that people are genuinely altruistic. Many hiol
ogists are skeptical of these models, which reject the central 
Darwinian assumption that selection occurs at the individual 
level. ** In his recent text, for example, Trivers includes a chapter 
entitled "The Group Selection Fallacy.".!() With thinly veiled 
contempt, he defines group selection as "the differential repro
duction of groups, often imagined to favor traits that are indi
vidually disadvantageous hut evolve hecause they henefit the 

*( )[ course, Trivers originally proposed his model of reciprocal altruism more than a
 
decade before the appearance of Axelrod's book. Even in his most recent writings (191\5),
 
howL'vcr, he continues to stress the importance of mediating emotions.
 
** For an excellent survey of the technical dit1iculties confronting group selection models,
 
see Wilson, 1975. Chapter 5.
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larger grOUp." Group selectionists have attempted to show that 
genuine altruism, as conventionally defined, is just such a trait. 
A propensity not to cheat even when there is no possibility of 
being detected is a convenient example. In cases where cheat
ing cannot be Jetected, tit-far-tat and other forms of reciprocal 
altruism have no apparent path to success, since it is impossi
ble for cooperators to retaliate against defectors. 

Could altruism have evolved via group selection? For this to 
have happened, altruistic groups would have had to prosper at 
the expense of less altruistic groups in the competition for scarce 
resources. This requirement, by itself, is not problematic. After 
all, altruism is efficient at the group level (recall that pairs of 
cooperators in the prisoner's dilemma do better than pairs of 
defectors), and we can ima!:,rine ways that altruistic groups might 
avoid being taken advantage of by less altruistic groups. For 
exmnple, an altruistic group might be totally isolated from other 
groups. Such isolation. while rare, can happen.

21 

But even if we suppose that the superior performance of the 
altruistic group enables it to triumph over all other groups, the 
group selection story still faces a formiJable hurdle. The con
ventional deflllition, again, is that nonaltruistic behavior is 
advantageous /() the individuol. Even in an altruistic group, not 
every individual will be e4ually altruistic. When individuals 
differ, there will be selection pressure in favor of the least 
altruistic members. And as long as these individuals get higher 
payoff", they will comprise an ever-larger share of the altruis

tic group. 
So even in the event that a purdy altruistic group triumphs 

over all other groups, the logic of selection at the individual 
level appears to spell ultimate doom for genuinely altruistic 
behavior. It can triumph only when the extinction rate of groups 
is comparable to the mortality rate for individuals \\ithin them. 
As Wilson stresses, this condition is rarely if ever met in prac

tice. 22 

Although the book is far from closed on the group selection 
debate, most biologists now reject the notion that genuinely 
altruistic behavior could have emerged via group selection. 
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Indeed, many seem to regard group selectionists much as Doris 
Baker once regarded her brother Russell. 

CULTURAL PRESSURES 

Perhaps altruism and other forms of self-sacrificing behavior 
are not biologically rooted at all, but instead the result of cul
tural conditioning. This appears to be William Hamilton's view 
when he writes, 

... the animal part 0[' our nature is expected to he more con
cerned with "getting morc than thc avcrage" than with "gctting 
the maximum possible." ... !This J implies ... a complete Jis
regard for any values. either of indi\'iduals or of groups. which 
Jo not serve competitive breeding. This heing so, the animal in 
our nature cannot be regarJed as a lit custodian fur the valucs uf 
civi!izcd man. c) 

Virtually evcry human culture we know of has invested great 
eff()rt in both the teaching and enforcement of moral codes of 
conduct. Most of these codes oppose the "animal in our nature," 
calling Oil pcople to forego personal advantage out of consid
eration f()r others. Perhaps these codes arc the real explanation 
for sclf-sacritIcing behavior. 

\ Ve know, however, that there are at least some fi:mns of self
sacrificing behavior that culture clearly cannot explain. The 
pursuit of vengeance. discussed briefly in Chapter I. is one 
example. 1-10st cultures not only do not encourage the pursuit 
of vengeance, they take positive steps to curtail it. Contrary to 
impressions, the biblical reference, "an eye for an eye, a tooth 
f()r a tooth," is not an exhortation to seck vengeance. but a plea 
to restrain it to the scale of the original provocation. We may 
safely presume that, where a '-llitural noml attempts to restrain 
a given behavior, people left to their own devices would tend 
to do even more of it. Thus, it hardly makes sense to offer 
cultural conditioning as the explanation for why we see such 
behavior in the first place. 
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The same objection, however, clearly does not apply in the 
case of culturally encouraged behaviors, such as honesty or 
charity. Many have argued that these behaviors would not exist 
at all were it not for the pressure of cultural forces. After all, 
the very definition of honesty differs widely from culture to 
culture, and across groups within cultures. The Mafia soldier 
follows a code of conduct vastly different from the Presbyter
ian deacon's. This tells us that there is nothing so simple as a 
biological urge to "be honest." If there is any sort of inherited 
instinct at work here, it must be extremely flexible-something 
like "pay attention to what the people around you teach, and 

try to follow that." 
Is such an instinct necessary. or are cultural norms, in and 

of themselves. sufficient to account fe)r the presence of altruis
tic behavior? It is easy to credit that cultural norms might be a 
prerequisile for the emergence of altruistic behavior. We know. 
after all, that precious little altruism is fe)llnd in cultures that 

do not actively encourage it. 
lt is also easy to sec why even an inherently selfish person 

would be pleased to live in a culture that promulgated altruis
tic norms, for if these norms are effective, they will result in 
his being treated more favorably by others. 

From the skeptical behavioral scientist's perspective, how
ever. the real mystery is why a self-interested individual would 
follow such a code. In other words, we must explain why there 
would not be a decisive advantage to breaking the moral norms 
whenever one could profitably do so. Some people, of course, 
do precisely that. But most people are considerably less oppor
tunistic. In a world in which there is apparently a high payoff 
to opportunistic behavior, how does anything less than com

plete opportunism survive? 
I should stress here that by "complete opportunism" I do not 

mean conspicuously antisocial behavior. The true opportunist 
cooperates when it is in his interests to do so and will often 
refrain from cheating when there is even only a small likeli
hood of being caught. Indeed. he may appear to be a model 
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citizen. But there are any number of ways a seemingly model 
citizen can defect with virtually no chance of penalty. He can, 
among other things, 

keep the cash in a wallet he finds; 
fail to report that cash to the IRS; 
pad expense accounts and insurance claims; 
refrain from tipping when he is on the road; 
leave litter on a lonely beach; 
disconnect his car's smog control device. 
Perhaps some people do all of these things. Many more do 

some of them. It is in the nature of these acts that, while we 
may know someone is doing them, we cannot know who. Yet 
we do know that not everyone does all of these things. If all 
smog control devices were unhooked, the air would be even 
bro\\11er than it is; if everyone littered, the beaches would be 
even dirtier. 

Do the people who rdrain from defecting in these situations 
necessarily do worse than others? Many religions teach that 
virtuous people may look forward to great rewards in the next 
life. But the conventional wisdom is that, in this life. virtue 
must be its own reward. In material terms, the defectors in 
each of the above-mentioned situations surely will do better. 
This is the fundamental paradox of the Darwinian model and 
other materialist theories of human existence. They leave no 
app~lrent room fe)r virtuous behavior, yet hard evidence of such 
behavior abounds. 

\ \'hile cultural norms may be necessary, they do not seem 
sufficient to account fe)r this behavior. There is first of all the 
question of why opportunistic parents would cooperate in the 
df(m to teach their children to behave tillopportunistically. Why 
clon't they just say "Be a cheerful member of the group, deliver 
on your commitments where failure to do so can be observed, 
but otherwise avail yourself of every opportunity for gain."? 

Laws could be passed. presumably, to make it more ditlicult 
lor opportunistic parents to transmit such messages. We have 
compulsory education, for example, and try to impart benign 
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cultural values in our schools. Yet we know there are at least 
some people--sociopaths. for example--who are insensitive to 
even the most intense forms of cultural conditioning. And if 
opportunists consistently outperform all others. the inexorable 
logic of the evolutionary model is that we should end up with 

only such people. 
Yet this has not happened. In Chapter 1, I suggested that one 

reason it may not have is that unopportunistic persons may be 
observably different from others. and that in this difference 
may lie the clue to their survival. Let us now turn to the details 

of this explanation. 

THREE 
~-

A THEORY OF MORAL
 
SENTIMENTS
 

I n the early hours of March 13. 1<)64. Winston Moseley stalked 
a young woman as she walked from her car near a train 

station in (Jueens, New York. He caught up with her on the 
sidewalk in front of a book.-;tore near her apartment. then 
wrestled her to the pavement and stabbed her in the chest. As 
she screamed flJr help. lights went on and several windows 
opened in the surrounding apartments. From his seventh-Hoor 
vantage. one neighbor yelled, "Let that girl alone!" 

Moseley retreated. But he later said. "I had a feeling this 
man would close his window and go back to sleep and then I 
would return." Return he did. He stalked his screaming victim 
to a stairwell in her apartment house. where he stabbed her 
eight more times and sexually assaulted her. 0Jew York police 
did not receive their first call about the incident until 3:50 AM, 

some thirty minutes after the cries of distress first awakened 
neighbors. By the time they arrived. Kitty Cenovese was beyond 
help. 

,\mong the neighbors later interviewed by police, 38 admit
ted to having heard her screams. Anyone of them might have 
saved her life with a single phone call, yet all held back. Inves
tigators heard explanations like "I was tired"; 'We thought it 
was a lovers' quarrel"; and "Frankly, we were afraid." One couple 
had doused their lights and watched the assault from behind 
their curtains. 

In the ensuing years, the case has become a celebrated sym

43 
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bol of human inditlerence to a victim in distress. Almost every
one familiar with the story expresses moral outrage at Kitty 
Genovese's neighbors. Yet, in the face of so many people hav
ing failed to act, it may be a mistake for critics to feci certain 
they would have behaved otherwise. 

The Genovese case, and others like it, are often cited in sup
port of the purely self-serving portrait of human nature. l\nd 
yet there arc equally vivid episodes that support a much less 
dismal portrait. A surviving witness tells, for example, of how 
three CBS technicians came upon ~largaret Barbera being 
dragged by a man through an isolated parking garage along the 
Hudson River in Manhattan. Even though the assailant was 
brandishing a long-barreled pistol, the three men rushed to 
Barbera's aid. It was hardly selfish motives that led Leo Kuran
ski, Robert Schulze, and Edward Benford to their deaths that 
evening in the spring of 19~.2. ~lost certainly, they were not 
engaged in a prudent act of reciprocal ~iltruism. 

In his 17[)9 hook with nearly the same title as this chapter's, 
Adam Smith wrote about sympathy and other moral senti
ments that motivate people to put others' interests ahead of 
their own. Smith believed nature endowed us with these sen
timents for the good of mankind. l In modern terms, we recog
nize his view as the familiar group-sdectionist account-noble 
instincts impose costs on those who hold them, but persist 
because they promote the survival of people as a species. l\S 
noted in the previous chapter, however, most biologists vehe
mently reject this view. l\nd yet the individual-selectionist 
explanations they oft'cr in its place are at best incomplete, at 

worst transparently inadequate. 
The evolutionary view of human nature insists that behav

iors and other traits exist flJr a single purposc'-to promote the 
survival of the genes carried by the individuals that bear them. 
Sugar tastes sweet, for example. because apes who had a taste 
for ripened fruit were more likely than others to survive and 
leave offspring. By the same token, purely self-interested indi
\~duals should do better than altruists, and should therefore 
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eventually make up the entire population. Material forces seem 
to assure that we end up only with people like Kitty Genovese's 
neighbors, none like Kuranski, Schulze, and Benford. The 
individual-selectionist framework, once again, leaves no obvious 
pathway for the emergence of unopportunistic behavior. 

For precisely this reason, many insist the evolutionary model 
does not apply to human behavior. Rather than deny noble ten
dencies exist, when we have compelling evidence they do, these 
people find it easier to say I)arwinism stops with apes. By this 
\~ew, culture and other nonbiological forces arc so important 
for humans that we do better simply to ignore evolutionary 
influences. 

~ly task in this chapter is to make use of a simple idea from 
economics to sketch an alternative individual-selectionist ave
nue along which altruism and other f(xms of apparently non
self-serving behavior might have emerged. The mechanism I 
will describe differs from those we saw in Chapter 2 in that 
the behaviors it tries to explain are non-self-serving in the 
strictest sense: if individuals could selectively rdrain from per
[(.)fming them, they and their relatives would be better off in 
material terms. In later chapters, I will survey a variety of evi
dence that is consistent with the account I offer here. But it is 
well beyond the scope of this work to suggest that this mecha
nism is the explanation, or even the most important one, for 
non-self-serving behavior. My hope is to establish merely that 
it is a plausible candidate and thus, perhaps, to stimulate oth
ers to investigate it further. 

Before proceeding with the details of the ar!,fument, it will 
be helpful to clarity what I am not trying to accomplish. In 
presenting earlier versions of this work, I have always encoun
tered a few people in every audience who become hostile at the 
mere mention of biological forces playing a role in human 
choices. To such people I emphasize that it is not my purpose 
to try to persuade anyone that biological forces play such a 
role. Rather, it is to establish that even if biological forces were 
the only ones that influenced behavior, it would still be possi
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ble for unopportunistic behavior to emerge. My main point is 
simply that standard sociobiological models have not dealt 
adequately with an important class of problems that people 
confront in social environments; and that the behaviors required 
to solve these problems are very different from the ones that 

emerge in standard models. 
To engage in this discussion, it is not necessary to accept the 

view that biological forces are important. Neither, of course, is 

it necessary to reject it. 

MORAL SENTIMENTS AS PROBLEM

SOLVING DEVICES
 

For a trait to emerge in evolutionary models, it must be not 
only benefIcial to the individual, but also more beneficial than 
other traits that could have been supported by the same bodily 
resources. Consider the evolution of eyesight. Human beings 
and other animals see only a fraction of the potentially visible 
spectrum. 1\ person who could see well into the infrared spec
trum would have certain obvious advantages over the rest of 
us; in particular, she would have better night vision. And yet 
human vision stops with the color red. The reason, in evolu
tionary terms, is that the neurological capacity needed to sup
port infrared vision has more important uses. What a person 
would gain by being able to see the infrared spectrum is appar
ently not as valuable as having, for example, generally keener 

vision through a more limited spectrum. 
For a moral sentiment to evolve, then, it must somehow con

fer not just an advantage, but an important one. The theory of 
moral sentiments 1will sketch here suggests that these senti
ments do precisely that. They help us solve an important and 
recurring problem of social interaction-namely, the commit

ment problem introduced in Chapter 1. 

A THEORY OF MORAL SENTIMENTS 

EXAMPLES OF THE COMMITMENT
 
PROBLEM
 

The commitment problem, recall, arises when it is in a per
son's interest to make a binding commitment to behave in a 
way that \\rill later seem contrary to self-interest.* Some 
examples: 

Cheating. Two persons, Smith and Jones, can engage in a 
potentially profitable venture, say, a restaurant. Their 
potential for gain arises from the natural advantages inher
ent in the division and specialization of labor. Smith is a 
talented C(x)k, but is shy and an incompetent manager. Jones, 
by contrast, cannot boil an egg, but is charming and has 
shrewd business judbJInent. Together, they have the neces
sary skills to launch a successful venture. Working alone, 
however, their potential is much more limited. 

Their problem is this: Each \vill have opportunities to cheat 
without possibility of detection. Jones can skim from the cash 
drawer without Smith's knowledge. Smith, for his part, can 
take kickback..;; from food suppliers. 

If only one of them cheats, he does very well. The non
cheater does poorly, but isn't sure why. Ilis low return is not 
a reliable sibm of having been cheated, since there are many 
benign explanations why a business might do poorly. If the 
victim also cheats, he, too, can escape detection, and will do 
better than by not cheating; but still not nearly so well as if 
both had been honest. 

()nce the venture is under way, self-interest unambibru

*\\'h~11 I am calling "coIllmitment prohklns" here will he bl11i1iar to some readers as 
"pre-commitment prohlems," the nanh.' lIsed hy most economists to descrihe them (StrolZ, 

1'),16; \\,illiaI1lSoIl. 1'i77; Dixit. l'JI\O; Eaton and Lipsc\'. jlJH1; SchI1lalcnsee. )lJ7H). ) have 
indccd referred to thclll hy lhat name myselt (Frank. l\JS:J). The l'L'DnUmisl.s' term is 
probably chosen to emphasize that the solutions to these prohlems require people to com
mil themselves in ud\'(lnl.'t'. Blll how else can nne commit onesl'if lO anything, if not in 
.Ii.Jvance? The term "precoll1mitment" is a reJllnJ~mc~·. It is Ies.':' sali...... nt than lhe remark 
by a sports announcer that [he home' team had "won eight consecutivt' games in a nl\\' 

\\ithout J. It)~s," but it is ~l poorly chosen term nnnethL'less. 
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ously dictates cheating. Yet if both could make a binding 
commitment not to cheat, they would profit by doing so. The 
difficulty they confront is much the same as in Schelling's 
kidnap example from Chapter I and the prisoner's dilenuna 

from Chapter 2. 

Deterrence. Suppose Smith grows wheat and Junes raises 
cattle on adjacent plots of land. Jones is liable for whatever 
damage his steers do to Smith's wheat. He can prevent dam
age altogether by fencing his land, which would cost him 
$200. If he leaves his land unfenced, his steers will eat $]()()O 

worth of wheat. Jones knows, however, that if his steers do 
cat Smith's wheat, it wiJI cost Smith $.2000 to take him to 

court. 
These court costs notwithstanding, Smith threatens to sue 

Jones for damage,'; if he docs not fence his land. But if Jones 
believed Smith to be a rational, self--interested person, this 
threat is not credible. Once the wheat has been eaten, there 
is no longer any usc for Smith to go to court. lie would lose 

more than he recovered. 
If Smith could make a binding commitment to go to court 

in the event of damage, however, his problem would be solved. 
Knowing a damage suit was inevitable, Jones would then 
have nothing to gain by not fencing his land, and there would 
thus be no need for Smith to incur the costs of suing. * 

Bargaining, In this example, Smith and Jones again face the 
opportunity of a profitable joint venture. There is some task 
that they alone can do, which will net them $lO(X) total. Jones 
has no pressing need for extra money, but Smith has impor

* I\:otc that in this illSl~Hh..'(, thl..' prohklll i:-- solvcJ with a "contingent" L'lllllrnitl1lL'Ill, llllL: 

that will trigger Jdion only if <l particular condition occurs. In thL' d1l'ating problem, thl" 
solution required that c;ll~h p.:Jrt\' JctualJ\' folio\\' through on its ClHllmiul1l'nt to torteH 
;ldv:mtJgL', by not cheating. «(~ranteJ, each pJrt\' henehteJ even m"re h, the uther', nO{ 
cheating). Ilerl', hy contrast, Smith must forsake personal au\'antage only oil tht.' conJi
lion thal JOIlL'S JOl'S no! knce his land. l\llJ it ,TUilL'S know:-. Smith has mad ..., J c()ntingent 

comI1lltment ttl SUe?, that I..'lJlltinguh::y will nol ari;~c. In the enJ. it will nol pnH'l'l1L'Ct':'S':uy 

fur Smith to /()fcgo self-interest. 
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tant bills to pay. It is a fundamental principle of bargaining 
theory that the party who needs the transaction lea."t is in 
the strongest position. The difference in their circumstances 
thus gives Jones the advantage. :..reeding the gain less, he can 
threaten, credibly, to walk away from the transaction unless 
he gets the lion's share of the take, say $800. Rather than see 
the transaction fall through, it will then be in Smith's interest 
to capitulate. 

Smith could have protected his position, however, had he 
been ahle to make a binding commitment not to accept less 
than, say, half of the earnings. One possible way of accom
plishing this would be to sign a contract that requires him to 
contribute $;'')()() to the Repuhlican party in the event he accepts 
less than $500 from his joint venture with Jones. (Smith is a 
lifelong Democrat and finds the prospect of such a gift dis
tasteful.) With this contract in place, it would no longer be 
in his interest to give in to .Jones's threat. (If .smith accepted 
$200, for example, he would have to make the $500 contri
bution, which would leave him $,')O() worse off than if he 
hadn't done the job with Jones at all.) Jones's threat is sud
denly stripped of all its power. 

Marriage. 1\S a final example of the commitment problem, 
consider the diffIculty confronting a couple who want to marry 
and raise a family. Each considers the other a suitable mate. 
But marriage requires suhstantial investment, which each 
person fears could be undercut if the other were to leave fix 
an even more attractive opportunity in the future. Without 
reasonable assurance that this will not happen, neither is 
willing to make the investments required to make the most 
of their marriage. 

They could solve their problem if they could write a detailed 
marriage contract that would levy substantial penalties on 
whichever of them attempted to leave. They are, after all, 
willing to forego potentially attractive opportunities in the 
future in order to make it in their interests to invest in the 
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present effort of raising a family. It would serve their pur
poses to take steps now that would alter the incentives they 

face in the future. 

Two features stand out in these examples. First, the prob
lems themselves, if not the proposed solutions, are by no means 
contrived or unimportant. In joint ventures, practical diffIcul
ties almost always stand in the way of being able to monitor 
other people's performance. Again and again, cheating on all 
sides leads to a worse outcome for everyone. In these situa
tions, having the means to make binding commitments not to 
cheat would benefit every party. In competitive environments, 
similarly, opportunities for predation arc widespread. ,\nd 
where such opportunities exist, there is a ready supply of cyn
ical people to exploit them. To be able to solve the deterrence 
problem would be an asset of the first magnitude. Bargaining 
problems arc no less important. To live is to haggle. People 
must repeatedly dicker with one another about how to divide 
the fruits of their collective efforts. Those who can deal suc
cessfully with thesc problems would have an obvious advan
tage. Finally, almost everyone confronts some version of the 
marriage problem. That there would be significant value in being 
able to solve this problem can hardly be questioned. 

The second obvious feature of the four examples is that the 
proposed solutions are either hopelessly vague or decidedly 
impractical. Indeed, no suggestion was even offered about how 
a commitment not to cheat could be made where the detection 
of cheating is impossible; or of how a commitment to retaliate 
might be implemented when an aggressor realizes that retal
iation would not be rational. Contracts like the one suggested 
a" a solution to the bargaining problem arc probably not legally 
binding, and there are a variety of reasons for wanting them 
not to be. Finally, various penalties already do exist for the 
termination of formal marriage contracts, and yet few people 
regard them as sufficient to bind partners together who believe 

their interests lie elsewhere. 
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EMOTIONS AS INCENTIVES 

The irony of the corrunitment problem is that it arises because 
material incentives at a given moment prompt people to behave 
in ways contrary to their ultimate material interests. The solu
tions suggested in the examples all try to alter the relevant 
material incentives. In Chapter I, for example, recall that 
Schelling's kidnap victim solved the cheating problem by giv
ing the kidnapper self-incriminating evidence to ensure his 
silence. The contracts proposed for the bargaining and mar
riage problems, similarly, work by changing people's material 
payoffs. 

,\s noted, however, it will often be impractical to alter mate
rial incentives in the desired ways. Forhmately, there is a 
potentially fruitful alternative approach. Material incentives are 
by no means the only force that governs behavior. Even in bio
logical models, where these incentives are the ultimate con
cern, they play no direcl role in motivation. Rather, behavior 
is directly guided by a complex psychological reward mecha
nism. 

The system that governs food intake provides a dear illus
tration of this mechanism. Man or beast, an individual docs 
not eat in response to a rational cak"llation alxmt caloric nCLus. 
Instead, a complex of biological forces causes it to "feel hun
gry" when its stomach contents, blood sugar level, and other 
nutritional indexes fall below various threshold values. To feel 
hungry is to experience a subjective sensation of displeasure 
in the central nervous system. Experience, and perhaps even 
inborn neural circuits, tell us that food intake will relieve this 
sensation. 

In a proximate sense, this is why we eat. There is a material 
payoff to eating, to be sure. Any organism that did not eat 
obviously would not be favored by natural selection. But the 
relevant material payoffs are more likely to be realized if eat
ing is motivated directly through the reward mechanism. When 
food is scarce, finding something to eat requires great effort, 
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no mean feat for someone who is already weakened by lack of 
nourishment. For such a person, feelings of intense hunger can 
mobilize reserves of energy in a way that mere rational calcu

lations cannot. 
The fit between the behaviors favored by the reward mech

anism and those favored by rational calculation is at best 
imperfect. The reward mechanism provides rules of thumb that 
work well much of the time, but not in all cases. Indeed, when 
environmental conditions differ substantially from the ones 
under which the reward mechanism evolved, important con-

Bicts often arise. 
The reward system governing food intake again provides a 

convenient illustration. It is now believed that f<Jod shortages 
were a common occurrence during most of evolutionary his
tory. Under such conditions, it paid to have a reward mecha
nism that favored heavy food intake whenever abundant food 
was available. People thus motivated would be more likely to 
fatten up as a hedge against perioeis of [,mine. In modern 
industrial societies, however, people an~ much more likely to 
die of heart attack" than of starvation. ,\ rational calculation of 
self-interest currently dictates that we stay slim. This calcula
tion, needless to say, is at war, often on the losing side, with 

the reward mechanism. 
To say that the reward mechanism often defeats intentions 

motivated by rational assessment of material payoffs is not to 
say that rational assessment is unimportant for survival. ()n 
the contrary, our ability to make purposeful, rational calcula
tions has surely played a major role in our ability to persist in 
competition with animal species that are far stronger, faster, 

and more prolific than we are. 
The critical point, for present purposes, is that rational cal

culations play only an indirect role. Suppose, f(Jf example, a 
hungry person calculates that being fat is not in his interests, 
and for this reason refrains from eating. His rational calcula
tion has clearly played a role, but it is an indirect one. It is still 
the reward mechanism that directly governs his behavior. The 
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rational calculation informs the reward mechanism that eating 
will have adverse consequences. This prospect then triggers 
unpleasant feelings. And it is these feelings that compete directly 
with the impulse to eat. Rational calculations, understood in 
this way, are an input into the reward mechanism. 

Feelings and emotions, apparently, are the proximate causes 
of most behaviors. The biochemical workings of some of them
hunger, anger, fear, and mating urges, for example-are sufli
ciently well understood that they can be induced by electrical 
stimulation of specific brain sites. ()thers are less well mapped. 
Yet they are so consistently recobmized across culhlres that they, 
too. likely have some neuroanatomical basis. 

Certain of the emotions-anger, contempt, disgust, envy, 
greed, shame, and guilt-were described by Adam Smith as 
moral sentiments. The reward theory of behavior tells us that 
these sentiments, like feelings of hunger, can and do compete 
with the feelings that spring from rational calculations about 
material payoffs. For exactly this reason, they can help people 
solve the commitment problem. 

It is clear, at any rate, that these sentiments can alter peo
ple's incentives in the desired ways. l\msider, for example, a 
person capable of strong guilt feelings. This person will not 
cheat evcn when it is in her material interests to do so. The 
reason is not that she fears getting caught but that she simply 
does not wunt to cheat. ller aversion to feelings of guilt effec
tively alters the payoffs she faces. * That it is not necessary to 
monitor such a person to prevent her from cheating precludes 
the dif1iculty that there is often no practical way to do so. 

By the same token, someone who becomes enraged when 
dealt with unjustly does not need a formal contract to commit 
him to seek revenge. He will seek revenge because he wants 
to, even when, in purely material terms, it does not pay. His 
feelings of anger will offset his material incentives. 

'" In pllfL'ly matefiallerm~. ofcollrsl" her payoffs remain the same..\nJ since. in biological 
111t'\lries of behJ.vior, these are the only payuffs lhat malkr. her aversion to chealing does 
nol m~ke her Jilemm~ any less real. 
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This same sense of justice can serve as the commitment device 
needed to solve the bargaining problem. Smith was in a weak 
bargaining position, recall, because he needed money more than 
Jones did. But if Smith is concerned not only about how much 
money he gets, in absolute terms, but also about how the total 
is divided, he will be much more inclined to reject an unf~lir 

division. Being concerned about justice is like signing a con
tract that prevents him from accepting the short end of a one
sided transaction. 

And it is no surprise, finally, that the marriage problem is 
likewise better solved by moral sentiments than by awkward 
formal contracts. The best insurance against a change in future 
material incentives is a strong bond of love. If ten years from 
now one partner Lills victim to a lasting illness, the other's 
material incentives will be to lind a new partner. But a deep 
bond of affection will render this change in incentives irrele
vant, which opens the door for current investments in the rela
tionship that might otherwise be too risky. 

By themselves, however, the described changes in incentives 
are not sufficient to solve the commitment problem. Granted, 
strong feelings of bJ11ilt orc enough to prevent a person from 
cheating. And the satisfying keling someone gets from having 
done thl' right thing is, in a very real sense, its own reward. 
But our task here, once again, is to explain how such senti
ments might have evolved in the material world. We can't eat 
moral sentiments. For them to be viable in competitive envi
ronments, they must have Cl mClterial payoff. 

The potential gain from being honest, recall, is to cooperate 
with others who are also honest. In order for the noncheater to 
benefit in material terms, others must thus be able to recognize 
her as such, and she, in turn, must be able to recognize other 
noncheaters. The impulse to seek revenge is likewise counter
productive unless others have some way of anticipating that 
one has it. The person in whom this sentiment resides unrec
ognized will fail to deter potential predators. And if one is going 
to be victimized anyway, it is better not to desire revenge. It is 
the worst of both worlds, after all, to end up spending $2000 
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to recover $1000 worth of damaged wheat. For similar reasons, 
a sense ofjustice and the capacity to love will not yield mate
rial payoffs unless they can be somehow communicated clearly 
to others. 

But how to communicate something so subjective as a per
son's innermost feelings? Surely it is insufficient merely to 
dec/are them. ("l am honest. Trust me.") The essential ingre
dients of the commitment mechanism 1have in mind are nicely 
captured in the Frank Modell drawing reproduced in Figure 
J.1. The wary couple must decide whether to buy a pencil from 
the gentleman with the whip. If they believe him to be a fully 
rational, self-interested person, the presence of the whip should 
make no difference. The man would realize that no amount of 
added pencil sales could possibly compensate him for the jail 
h:rm he woulJ get if he actually used it. Rut if they believe he 
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is not in full control, the whip will matter. It will then be in 
their interests to buy a pencil whether they want one or not. 
And in that event, the man gets the extra sale without so much 

as lifting the whip from his side. II
Note that the sign around the man's neck is not the only. or ,I 

even a very good, signal that he is not fully rational. On the 
-.:ontrary, that he seems to have realized the sign might serve 
his purposes can only detract from its ability to do so. It is the 
expression on his face that really makes his point. People \\'ho 
are fully in control of themselves just don't often look like that. 

ILLUSTRATION: THE CHEATING
 
PROBLEM
 

If moral sentiments arc so useful, why are there so many
 
dishonest people in the world? What forces have kept moral
 
sentiments from driving nut the less noble sentiments that are
 
also such an obviow; component Df human nature? To hclp !l)('ILS
 

on these questions, let us examine a specihc illustratiun of the
 

cheating problem.
 
Consider again the restaur,mt example. Smith and Junes both
 

have the options of cheating or not. which gives rise to lour
 
possible combinations of behavior. For the sake of com::rele

ness, suppose the payoffs tn these combinations are as sum

marized in Table 3.1. The terms "delect" and "cooperate" are
 
used to represent "cheat" and "not cheat," respectively.
 

The payoffs in Table 3.1 arc the same as the ones we saw in
 
the monetary prisoner's dilemma in Chapter 2. i\S belore, it is
 
thus a dominant strate!:,'Y to delect on one's partner. Jones gets
 
a higher payoff by defecting, no matter what Smith docs, and
 
the same is true IlJr Smith. If Jones believes Smith will behave'
 
in a self-interested way, he will predict that Smith will defect.
 
And if only to protect himself, he will likely feel compelled to
 
defect as well. When both defect, each gets only a 2-unit pay

ofr. The frustration, as in all dilemmas of this sort, is that both
 
could have easily done much better. II'lL! they cooperated. each
 

would have gotten a 4-unit payoff. 
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TABLE 3.1. Monetary Payoffs in a Joint Venture 

SMITH 

DEFECT COOPERATE 
~'-'-I'-' 

I 2 6 for Jones.1 

DEFECT II for each 0 for Smith 
JONES -- -- --- ----- -- 

COOPERATE 0 for Jones 4 

I 6 for Smith for eachL_ I 

Now suppose we have not just Smith and Jones but a large 
popUlation. Pairs of peDple again form joint ventures and the 
relationship between behavior and payoffs f()r the members of 
each pair is again as given in Table 3.1. Suppose further that 
everyom: in the population is of one of two types-----('ooperator 
or defector. i\ cooperator is someone who, possibly through 
intensive -.:ultural conditioning. has enhanced a genetically 
endowed capacity to experience a moral sentiment that predis
poses him tn cooperate. 1\ defector is someone who either lacks 
this capacity or has failed to develop it. 

In this scheme, cooperators arc hard-core altmist,; in the sense 
described in Chapter 2. They refrain from cheating even when 
there is no possibility of being detected, and this behavior is 
clearly contrary to their material interests. Defectors, by con
tr<L,;t, are pure opportlmists. They always make whatever choice 
will maximize their personal payof\. ()ur task is to determine 
what will happen when people from these two !:,JYOUpS are thrown 
into a survival struggle against one another. I low well each 
type fares will depend on whether (and if so, how e<L,;ily) the 
two groups can be distinguished. I will consider several cases 
in turn. 

When Cooperators and Defectors Look Alike 
First, suppose that cooperators and defectors look exactly 

alike. In such a population, the two types will pair at random. 
~aturally, cooperators (and defectors, for that matter) would 
like nothing better than to pair with cooperators, but they have 
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no choice in the matter. Because everyone looks the same, they 
must take their chances. The expected payoffs to both defec
tors and cooperators therefore depend on the likelihood of 
pairing with a cooperator, which in turn depends on the pro
portion of cooperators in the population. 

Suppose, for example, the population consists almost entirely 
of cooperators. 1\ cooperator is then virtually certain to have a 
cooperator for a partner, and so expects a payoff of ncarly 4 
units. The rare defector in this population is similarly almost 
certain to get a cooperator for a partner, and can expect a pay
off of nearly 0 units. (rhe defector's unlucky partner, of course, 
gets a payoff of zero, but his singular misfortune does not sig
nificantly affect the average payoff for cooperators as a group.) 

Alternatively, suppose the population consists of half coop
erators, half defectors. Each person is thenjust as likely to pair 
with a defector as with a cooperator. Cooperators thus have 
equal chances of receiving either zero or 4 units, which gives 
them an average payoff of .2 units. Detectors, in turn, have equal 
chances of receiving 2 or 6 units, so their average payoff will 
be 4 units. In genera!' the average payoffs for each type will 
rise with the proportion of cooperators in the population-the 
cooperator's because he is less likely to be exploited by a defec
tor, the defector's because he is more likely to find a coopera
tor he can exploit. The exact relationships for the particular 
payoffs assumed in this illustration are shown in FisJUre 3.2. 

When cooperators and defectors look exactly the same. how 
will the population evolve over time? In evolutionary models, 
each individual reproduces in proportion to its average payoff: 
those with larger material payoffs have the resources neces
sary to raise larger nwnbers of offspring.* Since defectors always 

*hl very recent limes, of C'our.se. there has been ~l I1L'!!Ul1\'C rd:l1ionship lx-tween inLnme 
anJ family size. But if sentiments were forgeJ bv nalural selection. the relationship that 
matters is the one lhall'xisted JlIrjll~ most of c\'()luli()ni1~' history. And th~lt relationship 
was undisputed!y positive: perioJ, ot famine were frequent anJ inJi\'iJuals with greater 
material resources saw many more of lheir children rcach adulliloexf. ~l{)fl.'o\'L'r. most 
earl)! societies were r()ly~ryn{)us- their most \\'ealth~' members usually claimed scn'ral 

wives. leaving many of the poor with none. 
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Average payoff 6]---------- I for defectors 

I Average payoff 4 ---- 
for cooperators 

2 

Cooperators (%)o 50 100 

FIGURE 3.2 Average Payoffs When Cooperators and
 
Defectors Look Alike
 

receive a higher average payon here, their share of the popu
lation will grow over time. Cooperators, even if they make up 
almost the entire population to begin with, are thus destined 
for extinction. When cooperators and defectors look alike. gen
uine cooperation cannot emerge. In a crude way, this case epit
omizes the traditional sociobiological characterization of 
hehavior. 

When Cooperators Are Easily Identified 
Now suppose everything is just as before except that coop

erators and defectors are perfectly distinguishable from each 
other. Imagine that cooperators are born with a red "C" on 
their foreheads, defectors with a red "0." Suddenly the tables 
are completely turned. Cooperators can now interact selec
tively with one another and be assured of a payoff of 4 units. 
No cooperator need ever interact with a defector. Defectors are 
left to interact with one another, f(lr which they get a payoff of 
only 2 units. 

Since all element of chance has been removed from the inter
action process, payoffs no longer depend on the proportion of 
cooperators in the population. (See Figure 3.3.) Cooperators 
always get 4, defectors always get 2. 

This time the cooperators' larger payoffs enable them to raise 
larger families, which means they will make up an ever-grow
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4 \	 Average payoff 
for cooperator-s 

Average payoff 
21 for defectors 

o 5'0 100 Cooperators (%)\

FIGURE 3.3 Average Payoffs When Cooperators and
 
Defectors Are Perfectly Distinguishable
 

ing share of the population. When cooperators can he easily 
identified, it is the defectors who face extinction. 

Mimicry without Cost or Delay 
The defectors need not go gentle into the night, however. 

Suppose there arises a mutant strain of defectors, one that 
hehaves exactly like other detectors, hut in which each individ
ual has not a red "U" on his forehead hut a red "'C." Since this 
particular strain of defectors look" exactly the same as coop
erators, it is impossihle for cooperators to discriminate against 
them. Each imposter is therefore just as likely to interact with 
a cooperator as a genuine cooperator is. This, in turn, means 
that the mutant defectors will have a higher expected payoff 

than the cooperators. 
The nonmutant detectors-those who continue to hear the 

red "U"-will have a lower payoff than hoth of these groups 
and, as before, are destined for extinction. Hut unless the coop
erators adapt in some way, they too face the same fate. When 
defectors can perfectly mimic the distinguishing feature of 
cooperators with neither cost nor delay, the feature loses all 
power to distinguish. Cooperators and the surviving defectors 
again look exactly alike, which again spells doom for the coop

erators. 
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Costs of Scrutiny 
Defectors, of course, have no monopoly on the power to adapt. 

If random mutations alter the cooperators' distinguishing char
acteristic, the defectors will be faced with a moving target. 
Imagine that the red "C" by which cooperators originally man
aged to distinguish themselves has evolved over time into a 
generally ruddy complexion-a hlush of sorts-and that some 
defectors have a ruddy complexion as well. But hecause coop
erators actually experience the emotions that motivate coop
erator, they have a more intense blush, on the average. 

In general, we might expect a continuum of intensity of hlushes 
for both groups. * For the sake of simplicity, however, suppose 
that complexions take one of only two discrete types: (I) heavy 
blush and (2) light hlush. Those with heavy blushes are coop
erators, those with light blushes, defectors. If the two types 
could be distinguished at a glance, defectors would again be 
doomed. But suppose it requires effort to inspect the intensity 
of a person's blush. For concreteness, suppose inspection costs 
I unit. For people who pay this cost, the veil is lifted: coopera
tors and defectors can be distinguished with 100 percent accu
raL)'. For those who don't pay the I-unit cost of scrutiny, the 
two types are perfectly indistinguishahle. 

To see what happens this time, suppose the payoffs are again 
as given in Tahle 3.1 and consider the decision facing a coop
erator who is trying to decide whether to pay the cost of scru
tiny. If he pays it, he can be assured of interacting with another 
cooperator, and will thus get a payoff of 4 - 1=3 units. If he 
docs not, his payoff is uncertain. Cooperators and defectors 
will look exactly alike to him and he must take his chances. If 
he happens to interact with another cooperator, he will get 4 
units. But if he interacts with a defector, he will get zero. 
Whether it makes sense to pay the I-unit cost of scrutiny thus 
depends on the likelihood of these two outcomes. 

Suppose the population share of cooperators is 90 percent. 

• I lkscribe the details oJ a mockl that allows this !eature in Ihe ,\ppenJix. 
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By not paying the cost of scrutiny, a cooperator will interact 
\vith another cooperator 90 percent of the time, with a defector 
only 10 percent. His payoff will thus have an a\'erage value of 
(.9 x 4) + (.1 x 0) = 3.6. Since this is higher than the 3-unit net 
payoff he would get if he paid the cost of scrutiny, it is clearly 

hetter not to pay it. 
Now suppose the population share of cooperators is not 90 

percent hut 50 percent. If our cooperator does not pay the cost 
of scrutiny, he will now have only a 50-50 chance of interact
ing with a detector. His average payotf will thus be only ~ units, 
or I unit less than if he had paid the cost. ()n these odds, it 

would dearly be hetter to pay it. 
The numl1ers in this ex~unpk imply a "hreak-even point" when 

the fXlpulation share of cooperators is 75 percent. l\t that share, 
a cooperator who does not pay the cost has a 75 percent chance 
at a payoff of 4 units, and a ~5 percent chance of getting zero. 
His average payoff is thus 3 units, the same as if he had paid 
the cost. When the population share of cooperators is helow 75 
percent, it will always be hetter for him to pay the cost of scru
tiny; and when the share of cooperators is ahove 75 percent, it 

will never he hetter to pay the cost. 
With this rule in mind, we can now say something about how 

the population will evolve over time. When the population share 
of cnoperatnrs is helow 75 percent, conperators will all pay the 
cnst of scrutiny and get a payoff of 3 units by cnnperating with 
one another. It will not be in the interests of defectors to hear 
this cnst, because the keen-eyed cooperatnrs would nnt inter
act with them anyway. The defectors are left to interact with 
nne another, and get a payoff of only 2 units. Thus, if we start 
with a population share of cooperators less than 75 percent, 
the cooperators will get a higher average payoff, which means 

that their share of the population will grow. 
In populations that consist of more than 75 percent cooper

ators, the tahles are turned. l\'ow it no longer makes sense to 
pay the cost of scrutiny. Cooperators and defectors will thus 
interact at random, which means that defectors will have a higher 
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average payoff. This difference in payoffs, in turn, will cause 
the population share of cooperators to shrink. 

For the values assumed in this example, the average payoff 
schedules tor the two groups are plotted in Figure 3.4. As noted, 
the cooperators' schedule lies above the defectors' for shares 
smaller than 75 percent, hut helnw it for larger shares. The 
sharp discontinuity in the defectors' schedule retlects the fact 
that, to the left of 75 percent, all cooperators pay to scrutinize 
while, to the right of 75 percent, none of them docs. Unce the 
population share of cooperators passes 75 percent, defectors 
suddenly gain access to their victims. The evolutionary rule, 
once again, is that higher relative paynffs result in a growing 
population share. This rule makes it clear that the population 
in this example will stabilize at 75 percent cooperators. 

Now, there is ohviously nothing magic about this 75 percent 
hgure. Had the cost of scrutiny been higher than I unit, for 
example, the population share of cooperators would have been 
smaller. A reduction in the payotf when cooperators pair with 
one another would have a similar effect on the equilibrium 
population shares. The point of the example is that when there 
are costs of scrutiny, there will be pressures that pull the pop
ulation toward some stahle mix of cooperators and defectors. 
()nce the population settles at this mi.x, members of bnth bJTOUps 
have the same average payoff and are therefore equally likely 
to survive. There is an ecological niche, in nther wnrds, for 
both groups. This result stands in stark contrast to the tradi
tional sociobiological result that only npportunism can survive. 

Average payoff 
6~--- --

for defectors 
Average payoff 
for cooperators lr------~~r 

01-- I , I Cooperators (%) 
50 75 100 

FIGURE 3.4 Average Payoffs with Costs of Scrutiny 
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ARE INHERITED CAPACITIES
 
NECESSARY?
 

According to the commitment model, the survival of trust
worthiness derives in part from a tendency to be receptive to 
cultural training. In this respect, it is no different from the 
story told by critics of the biological model, who insist that 
culture is the sole explanation for human altruism. As we saw 
in Chapter 2, however, the critics' story runs into difficulty in 
the case of people who are unreceptive to cultural condition
ing. Specifically, it does not explain why these people would 
not eventually dominate. And since we know there are many 
such people, this is a substantive difficulty. 

If we are to account for altruism within a purely materialist 
framework, receptiveness to cultural training is not sufhcient. 
In order for a behavioral predisposition to help solve the com
mitment problem, recall, it is essential that others be able to 
discern that we have it. It is easy to imagine that cultur,ll train
ing could instill a moral sentiment. But it is far from clear that 
it could, by itself, also account for a blush or some other 

observable symptom of the sentiment. 
To the traditional story about the role of culture, we must 

thus add some mechanism whereby a person who has inter
nalized a cultural message becomes observably different in a 
way that is at least partly insulated from purposeful control. In 
the case of physical symptoms like a blush, it is hard to see 
how this mechanism could be completely nonbiological. Critics 
of the biolohrical approach may continue to insist that it is purely 
by accident that an honest person blushes when he tells a lie. 
Indeed, in Chapter 6 we will sec that many symptoms of emo
tional arousal probably did originate for reasons quite inde
pendent of their role as sihrnals of intention. But if altruistic 
behavior is to have a material payoff in the manner set forth 
by the commitment model, at least some sort of biological 
symptom of emotion, accidental or not, appears necessary. 

Moral sentiments predispose us to behave in certain ways, 
much as a spinning gyroscope is predisposed to maintain its 
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initial orientation. In thinking about the separate roles of nature 
and culture, 1find it a helpful metaphor to imagine that nature's 
role is to have endowed us with a capacity that is much like a 
gyroscope at rest; and that culture's role is to spin it and estab
lish its orientation. Each of these roles is indispensable. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF SYMPATHY 

If the prospect of unpleasant guilt feelings were the sole 
deterrent of cheating, we would have to wonder how the capac
ity to feel guilt could ever be recognized in a person. The logi
cal difficulty is that if having this capacity is what prevents 
people from cheating in the first place, people who have it will 
never ha\'e an opportunity to display its symptoms. In order to 
sustain the commitment model's account of how honest per
sons survive, some emotional precursor to hJuilt therefore 
appe,lrs necessary. 

Sympathy is a natural candidate. fn order f(lr an act that 
harms another person to summon h'1lilt, it is necessary that we 
feel at least some sympthy for the victim. The French villager 
who lied when a 0iazi storm trooper asked if there were Jews 
hidden in his basement, for example, felt no h'11ilt because he 
kit no sympathy for persons h,mned by his lie. 

U the presence of sympathy is a good predictor of the capac
ity to feel h'11ilt, it may then be possible to identify trustworthy 
persons using symptoms not of h'11ilt but of sympathy. Indeed, 
many people report just such a basis for their predictions in 
the thought eX11eriment discussed in Chapter I (where the ta."k, 
recall, was to think of someone who would return a lost enve
lope with $]()()() in it). 

THE ROLE OF STRENGTH IN NUMBERS 

,ill important force behind the emergence of unopportunistic 
behavior in the commitment model is strength in numbers-
"economies of scale" in the economist's parlance. If two could 
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not produce more efficiently than one. there would be no rea
son to expose ourselves to the possibility of being cheated by 
interacting with another person. Nor would there be any rea
son to spend etlort haggling over how to divide the fruits 
of collective efforts. it would be much easier simply to work 

alone. 
The marriage problem is perhaps the most conspicuous 

example of the gains from specialization. ()ne person acting in 
isolation will never get far trying to raise a family. 

()f the specific commitment problems discussed. the deter
rence problem depends least on the existence of scale econ
omies. But even it is affected by them. Deterrence would never 
be required if it were practical to isolate ourselves completely 
from interaction with other persons. Economies of scale. how
ever. are a powerful reason to avoid isolation. To take advan
tage of them. we must engage in social interaction. The more 
closely we interact. the more opportunities for predation arise 
and the greater hecomes our need for an effective deterrence 

strategy. 
This is not to say that vengeance-seekers will always heneht 

in the presence of economics of scale. it would he an ohvious 
mistake. fl.lr example. to claim that the Hathelds and the McCoys 
did better hecause of a moral sentiment that compelled them 
to seek revenge. But that is not my claim. Rather. it is that 
persons endowed with such a sentiment may do hetter, on the 
average, than persons who lack it. The potential usefulness of 
the sentiment lies in its capacity to deter aggression. When it 
works, persons with the sentiment ohviously do hetter. When 
it fails, as with the lIatflelds and McCoys, they do worse. As 
things turned out. either family would have done much better 
to leave the area once the first shot was fired. Rut that does not 
imply that in general a person would do hetter to be horn with
out the tendency to seek revenge. 

Sociologist Jack Weller notes that crime rates in Appala
chian communities are very low, which he attributes to the 
"unwillingness of mountaineers to do anything that neighhors 

~': 
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might construe as interference \vith them or that otherwise might 
stir ill will."2 With the vivid history of the Hatflelds and McCoys 
in mind. it is easy to imagine the source of this unwillingness. 
The important point. for our purposes. is that it is advanta
geous not to be victimized by our neighbors. Provided the vio
lent tempers that deter such aggression are not tested too 
frequently, they can be very useful indeed. 

The issues arc similar in the case of perilous rescue attempts. 
It would be absurd to maintain that Kuranski. Schulze, and 
Bentl.m-i did better because of their impulse to assist the woman 
in the Manhattan parking garage. But, again, that is not my 
claim. The payoff, if there is one. lies in such people heing 
ohservahly different-and more attractive-to others. which 
puts them in a better position to reap the material benefits of 
social cooperation. Thus. as in the deterrence example, it is a 
gamhle to be a strongly empathic person. If the conditions that 
trigger a rescue attempt happen to arise, you prohahly lose. 
()therwise, you win. We like empathic people and are more 
likely to f~lvor them with our trust. If rescue attempts moti
vated hy strong feelings of empathy are sufficiently infrequent. 
such feelings can ohviously he useful. 

:'1oral sentiments could not emerge under the commitment 
model, however, if there were not suhstantial economies of scale 
in social interaction. 

A NOTE ON RATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

The notion that moral sentiments might solve the commit
ment prohlem helps clarif~y some of the ambiguity ahout what 
it means to behave in a rational way. The philosophical litera
hlre distinguishes at least two main accounts of rational hehav
ior.·1 In the so-called "present aim theory," rationality is taken 
to he the efficient pursuit of whatever aims one has at the 
moment of deliberation and action. A person who, for example, 
refrains from cheating because of guilt feelings would thus be 
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considered rational by this standard, even if there were no 
possibility that cheating could have been detected. 

By the same token, however, a person who drank L)'anide 
because he felt a compelling desire to do so would also be con
sidered rational under the present aim standard. The obvious 
difficulty of this standard is that it permits virtually any behav
ior to be considered rational merely by asserting that a person 
prefers it. 

The second account of rationality, the "self-interest theory," 
tries to get around this problem. It says an act is rational if it 
efficiently promotes the interests 01 the person who performs 
it. A person---even one who is motivated by moral senti
ments-who does not cheat when he could get away with 
cheating is thus judged, by the self-interest standard, to have 
acted irrationally. 

Ironically, however, the self-interest version allows us to say 
that a self-interested person might very well wont to be moti
vated by precisely such moral sentiments (provided, again, that 
their presence is recognizable by others). I Ie may even take 
purposeful steps to enhance the likelihood that he will develop 
these sl:ntiments. (l k may join a church, for l:xample, or look 
for opportunitil:s to practice being honest.) ()nce he acquires 
the sentiments, 01 course, the behavior they provoke will still 
be officially categorized as irrational by the self-interest stan
dard. But the commitment model may at least help us under
stand why such behavior, rational or not, might be widespread. 

The commitment model is like the conventional evolutionary 
account in that it predicts the inevitability 01 opportunistic 
behavior. In at least one critical respect, however, it differs: 
opporhmistic behavior here is not the only viable strategy. There 
is also room, possibly even a wide berth, for behavior that is 
unopportunistic in the truest sense. 

I must stress again that the commitment model does not view 
cooperators as automatons, genetically programmed to eschew 
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self-interest. On the contrary, it allows-indeed, in some cases 
almost certainly requires-a central role for cultural condi
tioning in the acquisition of moral sentiments. People may even 
make rational choices alxmt the sorts of conditioning they expose 
themselves to. Thus, according to the model, a tendency to 
cooperate mayor may not be a trait that some people inherit. 
The model can function even if its biological component is con
lined to an inherited complex of symptoms that manifests itself 
in people who have assimilated a cooperative predisposition. 

-I!
Surely not even the liercest critic of biological theories will find 
this requirement unacceptable. 

The honest individual in the commitment model is someone 
who values trustworthiness for its own sake. That he might 
receive a material payon for such behavior is completely beyond 
his concern. And it is precisely because he has this attitude 
that he can be trusted in situations where his behavior cannot 
be monitored. 

Tmstworthiness, provided it is recognizable, creates valu
able opportunities that would not otherwise be available. * The 
fact that trustworthy persons do receive a material payoff is of 
course what sustains the trait within the individual selectionist 
framework. But even if the world were to end at midnight, thus 
eliminating all possibility of penalty for defection, the genu
inely trustworthy person would not be motivated to cheat. 

Tit-for-tat, reciprocal altruism, kin selection, and other con
ventional evolutionary accounts of unopportunistic behavior 
paint a very ditlerent pichne of human nahm.'. Indeed, for all 
their obvious value, these accounts do not explain genuinely 
unopportunistic behavior at all. 

Of course, a brief example involving people with "Cs" and 
"Ds" on their foreheads is hardly much better. If the claim that 
we can benefit from a predisposition to cooperate is to be made 
plausible, much more must be said about how, exactly, this 

'(~LPrgL .\kerl,,! (19H3) makes a similar ['Pint. 
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predisposition arises and can be identified by others. This issue 
is of crucial importance* and will occupy our attention for the 
next three chapters. 

• David Callthier (191\:;) also notes that predispositions to hehave in nun-se1f-interested 
ways can be advantageous. but he does not focus on how they are achieved or how others 

discern them. 

FOUR 
~ 

REPUTATION
 

H .L. N1cncken once called conscience the inner voice that 
tells you somebody may be looking. The distinguished 

sociobiologist Robert Trivers seems to have had much the same 
notion in mind when he wrote, "... it is possible that the com
mon psycholo~;rical assumption that one feels byuilt even when 
one behaves badly in private is based on the fact that many 
transgressions are likely to become public knowledge."1 

The examples we saw in Chapter 3 were ones in which a 
selfish person would have no use for a conscience as warning 
device. In those examples, recall, cheating was impossible to 
detect. Perhaps there occasionally are such cases in real life. 
nut whether a person could ever fed cerloin he would not be 
caught is a different matter. ()ur history is lilled with exampks 
of "perfect" crimes gone awry. Even the person who linds a 
wallet full of cash in a deserted park may wonder whether it 
was deliberately placed there as part of a "Candid Camera" 
episode. 

Someone who is caught cheating on one occasion creates the 
presumption he may do so again, which can obviously limit his 
future opportunities. From observations like these springs the 
maxim. "Honesty is the best policy." On this commonly held 
\'iew, even a merely prudent person--one with no "real" con
cern about doing the right thing---does best simply to pass up 
all opportunities lor cheating, no matter how seemingly attrac
tive. By so doing, he will develop a reputation for being honest, 
which will serve him in the same way a heavy-blush complex
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ion served honest persons in the last chapter-namely, as a 
credible signal of trustworthiness. 

Trivers suggests that the emotion of guilt might have been 
favored by natural selection for its capacity to protect people 
against getting caught cheating, thereby helping them to estab
lish favorable reputations. Guilt may indeed have been favored 
for this purpose, but not for the reasons that are commonly 

giwn. 

THE "BAD-OUTCOME-IMPLIES-BAD

DECISION" FALLACY
 

The reputation argument sounds good but, on a closer look, 
seems to have a critical logical flaw. Stated in brief, the aq,Ju
ment says that, hy never cheating, a person will acquire a good 
reputation, the henehts of which will outweigh whatever gains 
he could expect from cheating. It is thus equivalent to saying 
thatjust because there is always some possibility of being caught, 
it is never rational to cheat. Taken literally, this is surely false. 
It is a clear example of the "had-outcome-implies-bad-deci

sion" fallacy. 
To illustrate the fallacy, suppose someone offers you the fol

lowing gamble: You are to draw a single ball from an urn con
taining <)<)l) white halls and 1 red ball. If you draw a white ball, 
as you most probably will. you win $1000. If you draw the lone 
red ball, however, you lose $1. Suppose you accept the gamble 
and then draw the red ball. You lose $1. ])0 you now say you 
made a bad decision? If you do, you commit the fallacy. The 
decision, when you made it, was obviously a good one. l\lmost 
every rational person would have decided in the same way. 
The fact that you lost is too bad, but tells you nothing about 

the quality of your decision. 
My colleague Richard Thaler illustrates the same fallacy with 

this episode from the l<:lSO l\merican League Championship 
Series: There are two outs in the eighth inning of game two 

and the Yankees are dmvn 3 to 2. Willie Randolph is on first 
when Yankee first baseman Bob Watson drills a double into 
the left-field corner. The Royals' left fielder chases it down, 
then throws over the shortstop, who is the cutoff man. Seeing 
the high throw, third-base coach Mike Ferraro waves Ran
dolph home. But George Brett, the Royals' third baseman, is 
backing up the throw and makes a perfect relay to the plate. 
Randolph is called out on an extremely close play. Yankee owner 
(}eorge Steinbrenner becomes enraged; eventually, he fires 
Ferraro. In doing so, Steinbrenner commits the bad-outcome
implies-bad-decision fallacy (and, as Yankee watchers know, 
not for the first or last time). Ferraro's call, when he made it, 
was clearly the right one. * 

l\dam Smith seems to have had the hapless Ferraros of the 
world in mind more than two centuries ago when he wrote, 
"That the worldjudges by the event, and not by the design, has 
been in all ages the complaint, and is the great discouragement 
of virtue."~ The bad-outcome-implies-bad-decision fallacy dis
courages not only virtuous conduct but aLso any other conduct, 
such as cheating, where a clear risk of a bad outcome exists. 

Yet it is not irrational to cheat no matter how low the odds 
or getting caught, any more than it would be irrational for Fer
raro to have sent the runner no matt<~r how low the odds or his 
being thrown out. Even taking into account possible harm to 
one's reputation, cheating will still pay in cases where the 
probability or its detection, though not zero, is sufficiently low. 
Let us call these cases "golden opportunities." Finding a wallet 
full of cash in a deserted park is a golden opportunity. 1\ per
son whn returns the cash men.'tv because he fears he might 
appear in a "Candid Camera" episode is being paranoid, not 
prudent. People often do confront opportunities in which the 

'" h,..'rr~lnl is back with the Yankl'l's llP\\' .:tnJ still seems a little ~"JlIIl-.shy. In a reCeIll garne 
he attempted to hold \\'illie Randolph al third .Iller an exlra-b<1,e hi!, but R;,ndolph ran 

pclSl him anJ scpred ea.sil~'. 
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odds of being caught are low enough to make cheating rational, 
and most of them surely realize this. 

The difficulty golden opportunities pose for the reputation 
argument may be seen clearly with the help of a simple example. 
Suppose there are two types of people in the world, honest and 
dishonest, and that each type makes up half the population. 
The former never cheat, the latter do so only when they con
front a golden opportunity. These opportunities need not be 
foolproof. For arbfument's sake, suppose one dishonest person 

in fifty evenhlally gets caught. 
Now suppose we need an honest person to carry out some 

task that will confront him with a golden opporhmity. ,ill 
applicant responds to our help-wanted notice. \Vhat do we learn 
by investigating his reputation? In this environment, 09 out of 
every IOO persons will have "good" reputations (50 of them 
genuinely honest, 49 of them cheaters who never got caught). 
Even if we discover that our applicant has a good reputation, 
we know that the odds are almost 50 percent (49/ (9) that he 
will cheat under sufficiently favorable circumstances. Since 
virtually the same odds (50/100) would apply to someone cho
sen at random, it clearly would not pay to incur significant 
expense to investigate the applicant's reputation. If dishonest 
persons behave rationally, most of them will escape detection. 
Thus, it appears, we have little chance of learning how people 
will behave in the one situation we care most about, namely, 

the golden opportunity. 
Nor, if people act rationally, can we discover that someone 

is honest by observing what he does in situations where the 
detection of cheating is not unlikely. Unlike golden opportuni
ties, these are situations where we frequently discover how a 
person has acted. For precisely this reason, however, it will 
not be rational to cheat in these cases. To observe that some
one does not cheat would tell us only that he is prudent, not 
honest. By the very meaning of honesty, it appears that a rep
utation for not cheating cannot tell us very much. Not having a 
bad reputation is not the same thing as being known to be hon-
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est. The kinds of actions that are likely to be observed are just 
not very good tests of whether a person is honest. * 

THE IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEM 

These observations about reputation pose a puzzle. It is 
obvious that most people think reputations convey relevant 
infc)fmation. If they really do not, however, then why do people 
care so much about them? \Vhy, fc)r example, do companies 
bother to interview references listed by job candidates? ()r why 
does a homeowner investigate a firm's reputation bc!c)re sign
ing a contract to have her roof flxed? Must we suppose these 
behaviors are irrational? ()n the view that cheaters are efficient 
in their pursuit of self-interest, we seem forced to this conclu
sion. 

It may still be possible, however, to breathe li!l' into the rep
utation argument. The argument against it depends critically 
on the assumption that dishonest persons choose on the basis 
of rational calculation. In the preceding chapter, though, we 
saw ample grounds fc)r questioning this assumption. Not even 
the most dedicated rationalist would insist that choices con
cerning f(lOd intake are governed strictly by rational Ic)rces. In 
addition to our powers of reason, we have our appetites to con
knd with, and we often eat even when we know it is not in our 
interests to do so. 

For essentially parallel reasons, cheaters may not always 
pursue self-interest efficiently. For in cheating Jecisions, too, 
rational calculations play only an indirect role in motivation. 1\ 

* l'nivcrsity of Chicago economist Lester Tdser is aLso skL'ptical ahout Ihe value of repu
tation. but tor a dillefcrll reason. The dilficuhy in his vie\\! is not thal \\le rard:' sel' evenls 
that lest a person's character but that people have no character 10 test: 

. peupk Sl'l'k intmIlu.tillll ;.t\)"lllt the rL'ii.J.bility of tlHlsL' with Wh...Jnl [hL'y JL';.l1. RdiJ.bilily, hll\).'
l'n:r, is not an inhL'fL'nt pefsunality tf.:lit. :\ pef~on is reliable il anJ Dnly if it i~ more aJ\' ...mLageous 
tu him th ...m (x>ing unn..'hahk. TherL'fllrL', the inform;ltillll ahout SOmL'O[lc's f('turn to being' rdiabk 
is pt:rtinent in juJging IhL'likelihood of his being rL'li.:lbk. hlr L'xJ.IIlpk, all itirlLTilllt is ks~ likd~' to 
be feliabk if iL is more costly to impose pen.:1Jties un him. . someone is hOllesl only it honesly, nr 
thL' dppmr.:lnce l)f hdnt'sty, P~l~'S more th.:ln Jbhunesty (ll)SO, pp. 2S, 24). 
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self-interested person sees the payoff from an opportunity to 
cheat, and the associated good feelings create an impulse to do 
so. Competing with this impulse, however, is an opposing one 
that arises from rational assessment of the olids of getting caught. 
If the odds are high enough, or sufficiently uncertain, the rational 
calculation will say cheating is not worth it. But this calculation 
does no more than summon a second set of feelings that com
pete with the impulse to cheat. It is by no means certain that 
these competing impulses will yield a prudent choice. 

Once we grant the possibility that decisions to cheat may 
often be made on nonrational grounds, a logical basis arises 
I(x a sibrnihcant link between a person's reputation and his true 
character. Suppose, for example, that dishonest persons cheat 
not only when confronted with golden opportunities, but fre
quently even in cases \vhere there is a good chance of being 
caught. If, say, half of them are eventually caught, then we 
learn much more about a person when we learn he has a good 
reputation. lie is now significantly more likely than a ran
domly chosen person to be honest. (In terms of the numerical 
example discussed above, the odds are now (J7 percent, not 50 

percent.) 
At this stage, the link between reputation and character has 

become a theoretical possibility, nothing more. The mere pos
sibility that a dishonest person may choose irrationally does 
not establish that he is likely to do so in a sibrnilicant propor
tion of instances. More important, it does not establish that his 
errors are in the direction of cheating too {rcCfuenlly. In order 
for reputation to be a relevant clue to character, it is necessary 
that dishonest persons tend to cheat in situations where the 
odds militate against cheating. Otherwise, they wouldn't be 
caught often enough to earn bad reputations. 

SPECIOUSLY ATTRACTIVE REWARDS 

Experimental psychology provides compelling evidence for 
the existence of just such a tendency, one that derives from a 
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tendency for immediate rewards to appear misleadingly 
attractive. The relevant evidence comes from experiments 
involving both humans and animals. These experiments show 
that not only does the size of a material reward or punishment 
matter, but so too does its timing. 

Consider, for example, the pair of choices depicted in Figure 
4.1. In situation A subjects are asked to choose today between 
the following two rewards: (1) $100 to be received 28 days from 
now; or (2) $120 to be received 31 days from now. 1!ere, most 
people respond in what seems like a rational manner by pick
ing the second reward. (This response seems rational because 
there are no reasonably safe investments that yield 20 percent 
interest in three days. The second reward, in other words, is 
simply worth more than the hrst.) 

In situation 13, subjects are asked to choose between a differ
ent pair of rewards: (1 ') $100 today; or (2') $120 three days 
from now. The dollar amounts are the same as before, and the 
rewards are again three days apart. This time, however, most 
subjects choose the hrst reward. The inconsistency is that, for 
any interest rate f()r which reward (2) is more valuable than 
reward (1), reward (2') must also be more valuable that reward 
(1'). And yet peoplc choose differently in the two situations. In 
psychiatrist (}eorge l\inslie's terminology, the earlier payoff is 
said to be "specious" with respect to the later one.'\ 

$100 $120 

Situation A: most subjects prefer r ~.... ;.·., vs •..••••••..•.•.• 
$1 20 3 1 days from nowl •• 

I 

Now 28 days 31 days 

$100 $120'. .l:lJ Situation S. most subjects pr-efer 
! vS., $ I00 nownL,' , 

Now 3 days 

FIG U RE 4. I The Primacy of Immediate Reward 

I" 
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The behavioral psychologist's explanation for the inconsis
tency goes roughly as follows: With respect to the first pair of 
alternatives, the psychological reward mechanism regards each 
payoff as temporally remote. Something 28 days away seems 
virtually as far off as something 31 days away. One can't get 
immediate gratification anyway, so why not settle for the more 
valuable reward? In the second pair of alternatives, however, 
the immediacy of the fIrst reward is, for many subjects, just 
too vivid to ignore. It floods their consciousness and over
whelms their judgment. 

Psychologists discuss time-inconsistent choices in terms of 
Richard Herrnstein's "matching law." ()ne of the matching law's 
properties is that the attractiveness of a reward is inversely 
proportional to its delay." In this context, the term "delay" means 
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Jan. 1 Jan. 

the ammmt of time that will elapse befi)re the reward is received. 
The matching law implies heavy discounting of distant future 
rewards, and accords near primacy to those that occur imme
diately. (The name of the law derives from its other main pre
diction, which is that individuals will divide their effi)rL" between 
competing activities in such a way that their rewards per unit 
of eff()rt are equally attractive-that is, so the rewards "match" 

one another.) 
In Figure 4.2, the attractiveness-versus-delay feature of the 

matching law is illustrated for a reward that will be received 
on January 31. The attractiveness of the reward doubles each 
time the delay is cut by half. Thus, for example, its attractive
ness on January 24, when there is a 7-day delay, is twice that 
on January 17, when there is a 14-day delay. As January 31 
approaches, the attractiveness of the reward grows without limit. 
Some authors recognize the awkwardness of speaking about a 
boundlessly attractive reward, and note that none of the main 
conclusions of this literature would be altered if attractiveness 
approached some large, finite limit as delay approached zero. 

Our concern here \\.rill be with all-or-nothing choices-such 
as, in Figure 4.1, the decision between the $100 and $120 

Attractiveness 
of reward 

2X~~elay= 7 days 
X ---- Delay = 14days 

Jan. 31 
24 (reward due) 

FIG U RE 4.2 The Attractiveness of a Reward Due 
on January 31 

rewards; or, from our earlier discussion, the decision to cheat 
or not. In such cases, the matching law predicts in favor of the 
alternative with the most attractive reward at the Illoment the 
dlOice is Illade. 

When choosing between two rewards that would both be 
received at the same time, the outcome does not depend on 
when the decision is made. The larger of the two rewards will 
be more attractive no matter how long the delay at the moment 
of choice. The same cannot be said, however, when the larger 
of two rewards is due at a later time. For a hypothetical per
son, Figure 4.3 plots the a ttractiveness of the two rewards from 
the example in Figure 4.1. ()ne curve denotes the attractiveness 
of a $120 reward due on January 31, the other the attractive
ness of a $100 reward due on January 2~. 

In this example, the two attractiveness curves happen to cross 
on January 26. ()n that date, our h:.rpothetical person would be 
indifferent between the two rewards. Before January 26, he 
would choose the larger reward. But between the 26th and the 
2~th, he would pick the smaller one. Again using Ainslie's ter
minology. the $100 reward is specious with respect to the $120 
reward during the interval from January 26 to January 2~. 

~ote that the inconsistency implied by the matching law is 

II 

'II, 

II 
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The Matching Law and Specious RewardFIGURE 4.3 

not the result simply of the fact that we discount future rewards. 
There is, after all, nothing irrational about lhal. In an uncer
tain world, a bird in the hand often n~all~' is worth two in the 
bush. Inconsistencies arise because of the specific pattern of 
discounting implied by the matching law. In rational discount
ing, the attractiveness of a reward gradually converges to a 
fixed value as its due date approaches. L1nder the matching 
law, by contrast, its attractiveness grows much more sharply, 
even if not without limit. L!nder rational discounting, prefer
ence reversals of the sort we see under the matching law sim

ply cannot arise. 
The time-discounting feature of the matching law, or some 

close variant of it, is one of the most robust rc!:;rularities in 
experimental psycholob"Y. When a pigeon is gi\'en a chance to 
peck one of two buttons to choose between a morsel of food 30 
seconds from now and a much larger morsel 40 seconds from 
now, it takes the latter. But when it chooses between the same 
morsel now and the larger morsel 10 seconds hence, it often 
picks the former. Rats behave the same way. So do cats, dogs, 
guinea pigs, and hogs. And so, much of the time, do humans. 
This feature is apparently part of the hard-wiring of most ani

mal nervous systems. 

THE EMOTIONS AS SELF-CONTROL
 
DEVICES
 

This is not to say that material reward and delay feed 
mechanically into the matching law to produce a deterministic 
theory of human behavior. * On the contrary, people obviously 
have considerable control over the way they perceive the rewards 
from competing activities. So far as I know, no court of law has 
ever accepted a defense like, "I couldn't help stealing the 
money-there it was, and I was under the influence of the 
matching law." (Many societies, however, have laws against 
entrapment, and the matching law may be one reason why.) 

The matching law does not say there is anything inevitable 
about choosing a specious reward. To see why, let us consider 
a variant of the cheating problem discussed in Chapter 3. This 
time, suppose cheating is dithcult, but not impossible, to detect. 
If Smith gets away with it, he receives an immediate payoff. If 
he gets caught, however, he not only receives no current pay
ofl, but he also acquires a bad reputation. His rational assess
ment tells him it is not a golden opportunity. He knows that 
people who refrain from cheating in these circumstances will 
develop good reputations and do better in the long run. But the 
prospect of the immediate payon is tempting to him nonethe
less. 

If Smith is emotionally predisposed to regard cheating a" an 
unpleasurable act in and of itself-that is, if he has a con
science-he will be better able to resist the temptation to cheat. 

'It is clear. in an\' cvent. that a purely mcchanical intcrprctation of the matching law lealls 
tu pr\..\.iictions that arc conlraJicLeJ by L'\'cryJay experience. The matching law seems to 

prcJil.~t. for example. lhal people would choose to experience pleas•.mt events as soon a~ 
possible and to defer unpleasant ones as lung as possible. (~eorgi..' LOl'wl'n::->tein (ll)H7) has 
shown. hmwver, lhat Illost people prefer. on thc one hand. to postpone intensc. f1ecting 
positive expcrienccs (like "a kiss from your bvorite movie star") and, on the other. to get 
llIlpleasant ones (like "a brid but painhtl eiL'c'tric shoc'k") ovcr with as quickly as possible. 
Loewenstein suggcsts that people want time to savor the prospect of thc kiss and to min
imizc thl' timc they spend drcading the electric shock. Once wc recognize. however. that 
thc unlic'ipution ofpleasurc and pain often takes On much thc samc character :LS thc aClual 
experience, and thus becomL's a reinforcement in and ofitsdf, the observed behaviors are 
no longcr c'le3rl\' in conflict with the matching law. 
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If the psychological reward mechanism is constrained to 
emphasize rewards in the present moment, the simplest cOlmter 
to a specious reward from cheating is to have a current feeling 
that tugs in precisely the opposite direction. Guilt is just such 
a feeling. And because it too coincides with the moment ofchoice, 
the matching law does not discount it relative to the competing 
material reward. If it is felt strongly enough, it can negate the 
spurious attraction of the imminent material reward. 

Note that this observation does not contradict the matching 
law. Rather, it says that nonmaterial rewards and penalties may 
also matter. The matching law merely describes how the 
attractiveness of a reward-material or nonmaterial-tends to 
vary with its delay. Thus, although attractiveness tends to grow 
sharply as delay approaches zero, an imminent material reward 
is not always irresistible. It can be effectively countered by 
competing rewards, even nonmaterial ones, provided they too 

are imminent. 
Even so, the matching law makes it apparent why a merely 

prudent person might often find it difficult to refrain from 
cheating when rational analysis says cheating doesn't pay. The 
problem is that the material gains from cheating come right 
away, the penalties only much later, if at all. If our psycholog
ical reward mechanism really does assign disproportionate 
weight to near-term rewards, a person who cares only about 
material rewards will cheat even when it is not prudent to do 

so.* 
It is often prudent to refrain from cheating, as the tit-for-tat 

and reciprocal altruism theories have ably demonstrated. On 
such occasions, there will be advantage in being able to sup
press the impulse to cheat. We can thus imagine a population 
in which people with consciences fare better than those \vith
out. The people who lack them would cheat less often if they 
could, but they simply have greater difficulty solving the self

•Jon Elster has pointed out to me that the discDunting pattern described by the matching 
law is not the only way specious intertemporal choices might arise, The principal claims 
of this chapter ,,~ll also hold if people employ excessively high exponential rates of dis

counting, 
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control problem. People who have them, by contrast, are able 
to acquire good reputations and cooperate successfully with 
others of like disposition. 

Similar reasoning will apply in the case of vengeance-seek
ing. Often it will be prudent to exact revenge even at consid
erable personal cost. This will especially be true when the action 
helps create a reputation that will deter acts of aggression. Per
fectly rational persons with perfect self-control would always 
seek revenge whenever the future reputational gains outweigh 
the current costs of taking action. 

The problem, as in the cheating example, is that the gains 
from a tough reputation come only in the future while the costs 
of vengeance-seeking come now. The matching law thus again 
suggests an impulse-control problem. A person may realize that 
it pays to be tough, yet still be tempted to avoid the current 
costs of a tough response. Being predisposed to feel anger when 
wronged helps solve this impulse-control problem. As with 
feelings of guilt, anger helps shift the relevant future payoffs 
into the current moment. In cases where reputational consid
erations weigh in favor of action, the angry person will be more 
likely to behave prudently than the merely prudent person who 
feels no anger. 

It will likewise often be prudent to refuse a favorable trans
;Iction when the terms are starkly one-sided. By so doing, one 
L'an develop a reputation for being a tough bargainer, which 
will mean better terms in future transactions. In this case, too, 
we have future gains pitted against current costs and the 
I'l'sulting impulse-control problem. Here, someone who feels 
l'l1vious or resentful when he gets less than his fair share taps 
illio the reward mechanism in the current moment, and on that 
.Iccount will be more likely to behave prudently. It is easier for 
.t person to refuse an advantageous, but unfair, proposal if 
,IL'cepting it would make him feel bad. 

Finally, love may also assist a person to follow a self-inter
('sted course. Future events that make it against one's interests 
l\l remain in a marriage are not the only contingencies people 
11'( )rry about. They also fear blundering out of a marriage that 
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it pays to maintain. The matching law again helps ex"plain why. 
1\ person may be tempted by the prospect of an extramarital 
affair, yet realize it would be better to keep his marriage intact. 
That the immediate rewards of the affair are specious makes 
them no less powerful. The gains from preserving the mar
riage, though more genuine, lie mostly in the tl1ture. It is an 
impulse-control problem, pure and simple. 

I\s in the other examples, competing sentiments can assist 
in solving it. Strong feelings of affection for one's spouse tilt 
the psychological rewards of fidelity toward the present. Peo
ple who experience such feelings are much better equipped to 
deal with temptation, even if not completely immune from it. 
And for this reason, they arc more likely to achieve their long-

range objectives. 
The matching law tells us that the attractiveness of a reward 

increases sharply as its delay approaches zero. From this it 
follows that people who are concerned only about material 
rewards will often cheat (fail to retaliate, etc.) even when it is 
not rational to do so. The gains from cheating, again, come now 
while the costs come later, if at all. Thus, when we sec that a 
person has never been caught L'heating, we have reason to 

believe that his behaviour is motivated, at lcast in part, by 
nonmaterial rewCJrds.l\nd herein lies the kernel of truth in our 

belief that reputations matter. 
On this view, the strength of the link between reputation and 

character will depend on the degree to which people find it 
difficult to resist immediate rewards. If impulse-control is only 
a minor problem, the inference will be weak. Rut if it is a seri
ous one, then almost every merely prudent person (which is to 
say, people who care only about material rewards) will be caught 

cheating sooner or later. 

DISCOUNTING AND RATIONAL CHOICE 

Is it common for people's impulses to make them choose 
irrationally? Since at least the seventeenth century, philoso-
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phers have clearly believed so. Most people, according to 
Thomas Hobbes, are unlikely to observe the dictates of reason, 
because "of their perverse desire of present profit." John Locke 
emphasized the virtue of man's cultivating an ability "to deny 
himself his own Desires, cross his own Inclinations, and purely 
follow what Reason directs as best, tho' the Appetite lean the 
other way." Spinoza felt likewise: "In their desires and judg
ments of what is beneficial, they are carried away by their pa.',
sions, which take no account of the future or anything else ... 
no society can exist without the government and force, and 
hence without laws to control the lmmly appetites and impulses 
of men." David IIume noted a "violent propension" in favor of 
immediate gratification, which he called the "source of all dis
soluteness and disorder, repentence and misery." 

t\'ineteenth-century economists were also aware of the 
impulse-control problem. 1\s Stanley Jevons, for example, 
described it: 

To secure a ma..ximwn of bendit in life, all nlture events, all tllture 
pleasures or pains, should act upon us with the same force as if 
they were present. allowance being made tor their uncertainty 
... But no human mind is constituted in this perfect way: a tllture 
teeling is always less influential than a present one." 

B()hm-Bawerk wrote of a "defect of the will," John Stuart Mill 
of "improvidence," and A. C. Pigou, in this century, of man's 
"faulty telescopic faculty." More recently, Robert Strotz() noted 
that people often alter their rankings of alternatives as time 
passes, even when the information they possess remains 
unchanged. 

That idea that impulse-control problems are real and impor
tant is certainly difficult to reject from everyday eX"perience. 
i\S every parent knows, they are the bane of the young child's 
existence. We invest much energy trying to teach our children 
to delay gratification, and only after several years do these efforts 
begin to bear fmit. 
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The advantage of passing up the small, early reward in favor 
of the larger, later one is a lesson not easily learned. lndeed, 
most adults continue to confront impulse-control problems of 
their own. The dieter spots the German chocolate cake on the 
dessert trolley and is sorely tempted. His rational assessment 
urges restraint. The weight he will gain, it tells him, is too big 
a price to pay for the fleeting moment of gastronomic pleasure. 
Yet, despite this calculation, he often gives in. And when he 
does, he almost invariably expresses regret. 

Skeptics sometimes wonder whether these expressions are 
to be taken at face value.' Perhaps the dieter has forgotten how 
much he enjoyed the cake and is complaining now only becau.',e 
he is in the midst of the extra abstinence it required. Perhaps, 
in other words, the matching law applies in retrospect as well 
as in prospect: looking back soon after the event, the extra 
dieting may appear spuriously unattractive relative to the plea
sures of the cake. One test of this possibility is to see how he 
feels, say, a year from now. By this standard, we are inclined 
to take the dieter's regrets as genuine. With both the pleasure 
of eating the cake and the pain of the extra dieting well behind 
him (and thus both heavily discounted), he w111 truthfully tes
tify that eating the cake wasn't worth it. 

Within the last decade, there has emerged a substantial 
scholarly literature on the topic of self-control.~ The classical 
self-control problem is itself a commitment problem of the sort 
we have already seen. Virtually every author mentions the 
example of Homer's Odysseus, who was faced with having to 
sail past dangerous reefs where the sirens lay. Odysseus real
ized that once he wa...; within earshot of the sirens' cries, he 
would be drawn irresistibly toward them and sail to his doom 
on the reefs. Able to foresee this temporary change in his pref
erences, he came up with an effective commitment device: he 
instructed his crewmen to strap him tightly to the mast and 
not to release him, even though he might beg them to, until 

they had sailed safely past. 
Similar sorts of commitment devices are familiar in modern 
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life. Fearing they will be tempted to spend their savings, peo
plejoin "Christmas clubs," special accounts that prohibit with
drawals until late autumn; and they buy whole-life insurance 
policies, which impose substantial penalties on withdrawals 
before retirement. Fearing they will spoil their dinners, they 
put the cashew jar out of easy reach. Fearing they will gamble 
too much, they limit the amount of cash they take to Atlantic 
City. Fearing they will stay up too late watching television, they 
move the television set out of the bedroom. These and count
less similar behaviors may be viewed as attempts to avoid spe
cious rewards identified by the matching law. 

Even traditional problems of addiction are now viewed by 
some authors as direct consequences of the matching law. 'I These 
writers, and others, have argued that the tendency to give too 
much value to immediate rewards lies behind most problems 
with alcohol, tobacco, and other addictive drugs. By this view, 
for example, the alcoholic's difficulty is that the pleasure from 
drinking comes now, the pain only later. If the pain of a hang
over came before the pleasure of intoxication, few people would 
ever drink too much. (Hence the efficacy of the drug disulfi
ram--Antabuse--which causes sudden feelings of nau."ea upon 
the ingestion of alcohol.) 

One paper 10 surveyed the results of 60 published studies in 
support of the claim that shifting the timing of the alcoholic's 
payoffs can have a substantial effect on behavior. Drinkers for 
whom the prospect of ruined careers and shattered family rela
tionships have had little deterrent effect often respond dra
matically even to very small changes in current penalties and 
rewards, such as 

having to do a small amount of work before each drink, 
being placed in an isolation booth for a brief period after 
each drink, and 
being given small monetary payments for abstention. 
Another study found, similarly, that increases in alcohol taxes 

lead consistently to significant reductions both in alcohol-related 
traffic fatalities and in deaths from cirrhosis of the liverY The II 
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cirrhosis finding is especially provocative, for it suggests that 
increasing the immediate cost of drinking reduces alcohol con
sumption even among long-term, heavy abusers. 

The addict's problem, apparently, differs in degree, not in 
kind, from one we all face-namely, how to accord distant pen
alties and rewards a more prominent role in our behavior. We 
are all addicts of a sort, battling food, cigarettes, alcohol, tele
vision sportscasts, detective novels, and a host of other seduc
tive activities. That our psychological reward mechanism tempts 
us with plea-'>ures of the moment is simply part of what it means 
to be a person. In the face of the behavioral evidence, it seems 
hardly far-fetched to suppose that rational assessments, by 
themselves, might often fail to assure behaviors whose rewards 

come mostly in the future. 
It thus appears reasonable to conclude that a reputation for 

not cheating does, after all, convey substantial information about 
a person's character. Given the nature of our psychological 
reward mechanism, a person who is purely self-interested will 
sometimes give in to his temptation to cheat, even when he 
knows cheating does not pay. Because he does so, sooner or 
later he is likely to be caught. Knowing this, we can infer that 
a person who has not been caught is probably something more 

than a merely prudent person. 

TIT-FOR-TAT REVISITED 

In Chapter 2, we saw that the tit-fix-tat strategy should always 
provide a better guide for behavior in repeated prisoner's 
dilemmas than the mediating emotions mentioned by Trivers. 
The computational demands of tit-for-tat are minimal and, unlike 
behavior driven by emotion, it does not run the risk of exces
sive or insufficient cooperation, retaliation, and so on. 

We are now in a position, however, to see a fundamental 
difficulty with tit-for-tat. The problem is one of motivation, not 
computational complexity. A person might be able to calculate 
perfectly well that tit-for-tat was the right strategy, and yet be 
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unable to summon the discipline to implement it. The retalia
tor, for example, must bear an immediate cost in the hope of a 
future material gain, and an angry person is better able to do 
that than a purely rational calculator. Although moral senti
ments may sometimes lead to the wrong behaviors in purely 
material terms, they help solve the omnipresent impulse-con
trol problem. This may well be a decisive advantage. 

WHY EXCESSIVE DISCOUNTING? 

The pervasiveness of impulse-control problems raises the 
question of how natural selection could have produced a psy I. 

chological reward mechanism that gives so much weight to 
immediate material payoffs. \J.lhy wouldn't mutants whose 
reward mechanisms were more forward-looking have done ~II 
11etter? 

It is important to stress that the experimental literature does 
not say that immediate payoffs get too much weight in every 
situation. It says only that they always get very heavy weight. 
( )n balance. that was likely a good thing in the environments 
in which we evolved. When selection pressures are intense, 
l'urrent payoffs are often the only ones that matter. The pres
ent, after all, is the gateway to the future. Organisms that don't 
survive the current moment simply have no future. in highly 
competitive and uncertain environments, there must always have 
heen a genuine advantage in concentrating most of one's atten
tion on getting pa-<;t the most immediate threats to survival. 

If the choice were between a reward mechanism that gave 
heavy weight to current payoffs and one that gave uniformly 
greater weight to the future, it is thus easy to imagine why 
natural selection might have favored the former. Insuftlcient 
attention to even a few important situations in the present might 
spell disaster. 

But why can't the reward mechanism discriminate more 
11I1cly? That is, why can't it give more weight to future payoffs I 

11111y in those cases where there would be particularly impor-

III' J 
I 
I 
i 
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tant advantages from doing so? In response to such questions, 
evolutionary biologists are quick to point out that natural 
selection is not free to cobble together just any desired combi
nation of attributes. There are myriad constraints on the pro
cess, and the solutions we see in nature, while sometimes 
elegant, are more often much clumsier than those a purposeful 
engineer would have come up with. There may be sharp limits 
on the extent to which nature can fine-tune the reward mech
anism. l\nd, as noted, a mutant with a uniformly more future
oriented psychological reward mechanism might be unable to 
summon sufficient concern to deal forcefully with immediate 

threats. 
Ainslie and Herrnstein suggest that heavy discounting might 

also have been favored because of cognitive limitations: 

The hiological value of a low discount rate is limited hy its 
requiring the organism to detect which one of all the events 
occurring over a preceding period of hours or days led to a par
ticular reinforcer. As the discounting rate falls, the informational 
load increases. Without substantial discOlmting, a reinforcer would 
act with nearly full force not only on the behaviors that immedi
ately preceded it, hut also on those that had heen emitted in past 
hours or days. The task of factoring out which behaviors had 
actually led to reinforcement could exceed the information pro

cessing capacity of a speciesY 

In sum, despite all of the obvious difficulties our strong pres
ent-orientation creates, it may simply be one of the constraints 
we are stuck with. Moral sentiments may be viewed as a crude 
attempt to fine-tune the reward mechanism, to make it more 
sensitive to distant rewards and penalties in selected instances. 

MORAL SENTIMENTS WITHOUT 
PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS 

On the foregoing account, we see that it may be possible for 
moral sentiments to have evolved even if there were no observ-
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able physical symptoms of them. For this to have happened, it 
is necessary that people have difficulty implementing behav
iors they believe to be in their own interest. Absent such diffi
culty, we saw that there is little reliable connection between a 
person's observable behavior-his reputation-and his true 
character. And without that connection, the capacity to feel guilt 
could not have benefited a person by making him significantly 
more likely to acquire a good reputation. 

1\ person's reputation is meaningful on the assumption that, 
given impulse-control problems, people with genuine moral 
sentiments are better able than others to act in their own inter
est. But the effect of these sentiments is not limited to situa
tions in which the behaviors to which they refer-honesty, 
vengeance-seeking, fidelity, whatever-would be self-serving. 
The person controls his impulse to cheat, recall, by having a 
competing impulse that would create current psychological costs 
if he did cheat. Even though this competing moral sentiment 
may have originated because of its effects in situations where 
it was not rational to cheat, it does not discriminate on that 
hasis. That is, the sentiment will be present not only where 
cheating does not pay, but also where it does. 

People with good reputations can thus solve even nome
peated prisoner's dilemmas. For example, they can cooperate 
successfully with one another in ventures where cheating is 
impossible to detect. Genuine altruism can emerge, in other 
words. merely on the basis of having established a reputation 
Il)r behaving in a prudent way. Given the nature of psycholog
ical reward mechanism, it is no mean feat to have established 
such a reputation. People who manage to do so give some indi
l'ation that they must be motivated, at least in part, by consid
lTations other than material self-interest. 

TWO PATHWAYS TO MORAL SENTIMENTS 

We have now seen two possible pathways along which moral 
,cntiments might have emerged. The first, described in Chap
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ter 3, 1 will call the "sincere-manner" pathway. By that account, 
moral sentiments are accompanied by observable physical signs 
that allow outsiders to discern their presence. ("Smith seems 
sincere. Let's hire him.") In contrast, the second account-the 
"reputation" pathway---does not require any physical signs. By 
virtue of the practical difficulties of behaving prudently, repu
tation can emerge as an alternative means of identifying moral 

sentiments. 
In many ways, the two accounts are similar. Both lead to
 

genuinely altruistic behavior in the sense defined in Chapter 2.
 
People who do not cheat when there is almost no possibility of
 
getting caught would be better off by cheating and they know
 
it. They refrain not because they fear the consequences of being
 
caught, but because they would feel bad if they cheated.
 

The accounts are also similar in that both predict a stable 
mix of honest persons and opportunists in the population. In 
the sincere-manner case, recall, the costs of scrutiny assured 
that no population could consist entirely of cooperators. For in 
such a population it wouldn't pay to scrutinize people for the 
physical signs of sincerity, and defectors would therefore begin 
to prosper. Similar forces assure the same outcome in the rep
utation case. In any population that consisted almost entirely 
of cooperators, it would not pay to gather information about 
people's reputations, and defectors would thus fare better than 
cooperators. Opportunistic persons are an inevitable feature of 

the landscape under either account. 

THE INFLUENCE OF CULTURE 

Both accounts also suggest a coherent role for culture, some
thing the accounts surveyed in Chapter 2 had trouble doing. 
Those accounts, recall, had difficulty explaining why oppor
tunistic parents would participate in efforts to teach their chil
dren to cooperate when defection was impossible, or even very 

hard, to detect. 
With the sincere-manner account, we do not have this diffi-
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culty. lfthere are visible signs of moral sentiments, then it can 
pay to cultivate them. These sentiments, once again, are almost 
surely not inherited in any very specific form. Definitions of 
honesty, notions of fairness, even the conditions that trigger 
anger, all differ widely from culture to culture. If people inherit 
anything at all, it is a receptiveness to training about the atti
tudes that are likely to serve them in life. Virtually every cul
ture invests heavily in the moral training of its young. If people 
who successfully internalize these teachings are observably 
different from those who don't, it is no puzzle that parents 
cooperate enthusiastically in the training process. 

Nor is there any difficulty seeing why parents might want to 
instill moral sentiments under the reputation account. For here, 
t()O, a person stands to benefit by the acquisition of these sen
timents. Because they enable him to behave prudently in the 
bce of contrary impulses, they facilitate the acquisition of a 
favorable reputation. 

Un conventional accounts, it is easy to see the utility of var
ious religious beliefs f()r society as a whole. But the connection 
between these beliefs and the individuol's material interests is 
often less clear. Both the sincere-manner and reputation 
dCCOlll1ts help suggcst possible linkages. The threat of hellfire 
anu damnation makes a person more likely to fed bad if she 
does the wrong thing. If such feelings are accompanied by 
physical signs, she stands to benefit for the reasons suggested 
in Chapter 3. Alternatively, they may help her solve the impulse
control problem, in which case she stanus to benefit from a 
good reputation. 

TWO DIFFERENT COMMITMENT
 
PROBLEMS
 

,
The two accounts are also alike in that each views moral 

sl'ntiments as practical devices for solving commitment prob
lems. In the sincere-manner account, the commitment problem 
was how to make oneself want to be honest when the material 

' 
i I 
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incentives favor cheating. In the reputation account, by con
trast, the commitment problem was to make oneself want to be 
prudent in cases where the long-term material incentives favor 
honesty. These two commitment problems could hardly be more 
different. Solving the first seems noble, the second merely 
expedient. The irony is that they are solved by precisely the 

same moral sentiments. 

OPPORTUNISM, RELATIVELY SPEAKING 

Both accounts of the emergence of moral sentiments speak 
of an equilibrium in which those who have them coexist with 
those who do not. In this equilibrium, the material payoffs 

received by the two types are the same. 
Viewed in the context of traditional sociobiological models, 

this equality of payoffs is a tremendous victory for unoppor
tunistic persons. Not only are they not driven to extinction, 
they are even able to do just as well, in purely material terms, 

as those who lie, cheat, steal, and so on. 
Viewed from the vantage point of someone who believes that 

crime doesn't pay, however, the same equality of payoffs must 
seem disturbing. On this score, we will see evidence in later 
chapters that suggests a much more optimistic interpretation. 
Evolutionary models tell us that payoffs must be in balance 
between two strategies that differ in relative terms. Thus the 
accounts suggest only that there will be a niche for persons 
who are opportunistic, relatively speaking. They do not pin 
down what these people will be like in any absolute sense. 
Indeed, we will see evidence that extremely opportunistic per
sons fare very poorly in material terms. This evidence suggests 
that even to survive one must internalize a substantial measure 
of traditional moral teachings. People who achieve material 
success are not always paragons of virtue, true enough. But 
those who lack even a modicum of moral sentiments are much 
more likely to land in jail than atop the corporate ladder. 

Another pitfall in discussing simple evolutionary models is 
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that some will take their equality of material payoffs to mean 
that the two types of strategies are a matter of social indiffer
ence. This, of course, could hardly be further from the truth. 
Society as a whole has a very clear interest in tipping the bal
ance as much as possible in favor of the sentimentalists, and 
in later chapters I will examine a number of concrete steps 
whereby this might be accomplished. 

The sincere-manner and reputation pathways are not mutually 
exclusive. The reputation pathway by itself could have accounted 
for the emergence of moral sentiments. Or it could have worked 
in tandem with the sincere-manner mechanism described in 
Chapter 3. That mechanism, after all, required only that there 
be some statistically reliable signal of trustworthiness. Either 
a sincere manner or a good reputation could serve that pur
pose. 

The evidence we will examine favors the view that reputa
tion and manner work in tandem. But for reasons I will discuss 
in the next chapter, the mechanics of natural selection make it 
unlikely that moral sentiments evolved exclusively along the 
sincere-manner pathway. 


